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Abstract 
 
 

A robotic microscope was designed using a microcontroller to take time-lapse digital 

photographs of developing salamander embryos. The microcontroller operated three 

stepper motors to control three-axis movement accurately, and two six mega-pixel digital 

cameras to capture through-focus time-lapse digital pictures of six views of Ambystoma 

mexicanum embryos (axolotl, a salamander). The device is designed to take images every 

five minutes for 80 hours of early development, from fertilization to stage 20, when the 

neural tube closes to form the brain and spinal column. Techniques to enhance the 

embryo images were investigated including image fusion to get in-focus views from a 

stack of images. 

  

In the early embryo surface epithelial cells differentiate to form neural tissue and external 

skin tissue. Observing the whole embryo surface at cellular level will give a better idea of 

the stress and strain each cell undergoes and what physical forces are involved in cell 

differentiation.  
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1. Introduction 
 
 

The purpose of this thesis is to build a robotic microscope to do time-lapse imaging of 

a living axolotl salamander egg as it proceeds through early stage development. The 

specific topic is visualization of early stage axolotl salamander (Ambystoma 

mexicanum) embryos from the single cell stage to neural tube closure. The objective 

is to obtain three dimensional (3D) time-lapse photographs of live embryos with 

cellular level resolution so that cells can be tracked on the surface. This will help in 

obtaining data on the cell movements, behavior of the embryo surface and some of 

the forces that the cells on the developing surface undergo during development. 

 

The thesis is interdisciplinary and covers a variety of topics. It involves the biology of 

amphibian embryos, engineering design and development of a novel form of robotic 

microscopy, and a six-sided surface reconstruction for 3D image processing.  

 

The embryo starts as a single cell and then divides into about one hundred thousand 

cells during early development [Gill44]. In the axolotl salamander the eggs are 

internally fertilized and then immediately laid in water. They have a heavily 

pigmented animal hemisphere on the top of the embryo and a heavy yolk filled 

vegetal hemisphere on the bottom that is lightly pigmented. The single cell at the 

fertilization stage is 2 mm in diameter and is spherical. The cell then divides into 

thousands of cells of about ten kinds [Björ94] but remains spherical and the same size 
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until nerve cells are formed or differentiated, from the original embryo cells. Stem 

cells may also be produced at these early stages [Gord06]. 

 

During the early stages of development the embryo turns inside itself with the animal 

(top) hemisphere totally enveloping the vegetal (bottom yolk) half. This part of 

development is called gastrulation in which cells start to form organs and differentiate 

into various cell types beyond the “primary germ layers”. Cell division slows during 

this phase of development as the embryo rearranges itself [Heas06]. 

 

Cells flow into an area and form what is called the “lip of the blastopore”. Inside the 

cells form the blastocoel, an inner hollow structure. Some of the cells flowing through 

the blastopore form part of the future spinal column called the notochord (which itself 

later is replaced by the vertebrae in all but the most primitive Chordata). The 

notochord and overlying notoplate elongate and stretch the cell sheet along the future 

spinal column [Jaco76a; Gord78]. This part of development in known as neurulation. 

A group of cells at the periphery of the neural plate forms cells called collectively 

“neural crest”. The neural plate forms on top of the embryo in the animal hemisphere 

at this stage. The neural plate then rolls up to form the spinal cord and the brain 

[Gord89; Wolp98]. As the spinal cord is closing the neural crest cells move to form a 

large variety of cell types including the heart and face structure, and pigment patterns. 

The rolling up and closing of the neural plate is called “neural tube closure”. If the 

neural plate does not close correctly defects will likely occur in the brain, spinal cord, 

heart, face and other areas as seen in Figure 1-1 [Wils73]. A teratogen is an 
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environmental factor that causes birth defects in the embryo. Teratogens often affect 

neural tube closure. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1-1: Susceptibility to Teratogenesis; The group of curves show when each 
organ is most susceptible to perturbations in the environment. A teratogen applied to 
the developing rat embryo at 10 days of gestation will give a high probability of brain 
and eye defects with slightly less probability of heart and skeletal defects. “Shifting 
the time of treatment from day 10 to another day would alter the composition of the 
syndrome both qualitatively and quantitatively [Wils73]”. Reproduced with 
permission of Elsevier 
 
Studying the surface of the embryo during the early stage of development will help 

with the study of neural tube defects (NTDs) [Gord85] and other basic problems that 

occur at this stage of development. 

 

Activity of the cells is of interest in the developing embryo as they undergo several 

types of collective behavior. One of the behaviors is called convergent extension. 

This is an activity during which the cells move between each other and cause overall 
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elongation of the tissue. When embryos develop they elongate. Change is from a 

spherical object to a long cylinder. The main method of this elongation is convergent 

extension [Belo99; Kell02]. Some directional cell division may also be involved 

[Saus97]. However, convergent extension may simply be a consequence of 

notochord/notoplate elongation pulling cells laterally towards the midline [Jaco76a; 

Gord78]. 

 
Differentiation waves [Brod94; Gord99] represent another collective behavior of 

embryonic cells. These can be investigated quantitatively with the robotic 

microscope. Using it, the spatial and temporal distributions of cell division and its 

orientation will become apparent, along with the separation of daughter cells. A 

mechanical explanation for how tissues are built in a vertebrate embryo can emerge 

[Craw04; Craw06; Belo06; Gord06]. This will give molecular developmental biology 

landmarks to help in the linking of genetic changes to physical changes in embryo 

development. 

 

Cellular resolution time laps photographs of salamander embryos in three dimensions 

will give a detailed overview of development of the surface of a vertebrate animal. 

The surface of an embryo develops into skin and neural tissue. The developing brain 

starts as surface cells, which differentiate and then roll up to form the brain and spinal 

column. Observing the surface at cellular level will give a better idea of the stress and 

strain each cell undergoes and whether physical forces are involved in cell 

differentiation [Gord85; Gord99; Craw04; Belo06]. 
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1.1 Embryo time lapse observations 

 

One of the first papers on embryo time-lapse studies was published in 1929 [Lewi29] 

and it describes many motions in early stage rabbit embryos. Noted in the paper are 

the divisions of the embryo from the one cell stage to eight days after mating. Normal 

activities of the embryo were observed up to about 80 hours after fertilization. From 

70 to 80 hours is the normal time that the egg would implant into the mother’s womb. 

Some of the main observations were the unequal divisions of the cells, the timing of 

the divisions, the movement of “granules” within the cells, cell movement on the 

surface of the embryo, pulsations or changes in size of the early cells, and the sudden 

contraction of the blastocyst stage [Lewi29]. This sudden contraction has been 

recently studied in mouse bastocyst stage eggs [Niim03]. The mouse undergoes the 

same type of blastocyst contraction [Niim03]. Early stage axolotl embryos were 

studied by Harra in 1971 [Hara71] and contraction waves were noted in time-lapse 

photography in eggs at early cell division stages.  Axolotl embryos also have 

contraction waves that occur on their surface in later stages [Björ94]. It has been 

postulated that the area that has undergone one of these contraction waves 

differentiates into neural tissue. 

 

The task accomplished in this thesis project is to visualize all sides of a living, 

approximately spherical salamander egg while it is developing. Early stage 

development lasts from 50 to 75 hours depending on the temperature, oxygen supply, 

type of axolotl, individual variability and other factors. 
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There is a variety of ways to view a living 2 mm object. The most common method is 

to use light microscopy. Other methods include Near Field Optical Microscopy 

(NFOS), micro-MRI (micro-magnetic resonance imaging), micro-CT (micro-

computed tomography), atomic force microscopy (AFM), acoustic microscope, and 

laser profiling. Another lab is working on the microMRI to visualize the inside to the 

salamander egg. Atomic force microscopy can be used to measure surface elasticity 

and would be a useful tool for studies into embryo dynamics. Atomic force 

microscopy has been used to study surface morphology and mechanical properties of 

cells [Hoh94; McEl02]. Acoustic microscopes give a good picture of sub-cellular 

organelles and structures. A combination of both the atomic force and acoustic 

microscope, using a vibrating probe, has also been developed. It is called Scanning 

Near-field Acoustic Microscopy (SNAM) or dynamic force microscopy DAFM 

[Tama01]. The DGAM tip can also be excited magnetically, Resolutions are 5 nm in 

the vertical direction [Giin89] and in the nanometer range in all directions for the 

DAFM [Tama01]. This gives too small a region of resolution to get an overall picture 

of the embryo but would be good for resolving sub-cellular details and dynamics. 

 

1.2 Three dimensional imaging with a microscope 
 
The most common method used to produce 3D images of a microscopic tissue sample 

is slice stacking. The tissue is cut up into very thin slices (typically 5mm), each slice 

is photographed through a microscope, slices are aligned, and then image processing 

techniques are used to reconstruct the object digitally and render it as a surface image. 
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This is the method used in most 3D studies of embryos [Huij86; Weni04]. Preserving 

and slicing the embryos in this manner introduces distortion into the image, which 

must be avoided (by photographing the face of the block after sectioning) or corrected 

by hand or digital registration of the images [Yama06; Rohl03]. Dynamic features of 

the process of development are lost and variations between individual embryos make 

time sequences hard to reconstruct. Live imaging is the best way to capture the 

dynamic movements that occur in a developing embryo. 

 

Past studies have used portions of live tissues from embryos to study development. 

Since there is both a chemical and mechanical component to development, removing 

tissue alters both the mechanical and chemical environment. Interesting deformations 

occur when pieces of the developing embryo are removed or when the mechanical 

strain on the tissue is changed [Belou90]. 

 
Beloussov et al. (1990) [Belou90] relieved the tension on the surface of a developing 

embryo and got many sites of neural growth. Wolpert [Wolp98] has a diagram of the 

developing notochord with it removed and another added to developing animals. 

Neurons did not develop in the animal without the notochord and an extra neural 

system developed with an extra notochord. 

 

Since mechanical forces may be transmitted over and/or through the whole embryo, 

long range effects can be expected. Thus a full mechanical analysis may not be 

possible if one observes just a portion of an embryo, even if the embryo is intact. 
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To get an accurate view of development, the whole embryo needs to be kept intact 

and viewed as a whole. To do this, either a accurate image stitching software needs to 

be employed to stitch together close up views of the object or the object needs to be 

viewed as a whole at sufficient spatial resolution. For this experiment the embryo will 

be viewed as a whole. The scope of the experiment could be expanded in the future to 

include close up portions, in the same timeframe, using the whole embryo picture as a 

guide to stitching the higher power views together. A microscope system using an 

adjustable nano-mirror has been developed to give a broader view of microscopic 

objects and this system could also be used to get surface images [Pots05]. Software 

analogous to Google Earth could be developed [Wiki07]. 

 
Many observations of the embryo can be digitally captured so that cell movement 

over the whole surface could be viewed. The strain on the surface could be calculated 

along with the behavior of the surface cells. Further experimentation with fluorescent 

microscopy will probably need the addition of cameras that can capture low light 

images. There are many types of chemical reactions that can be seen with 

fluorescence including Ca++ (calcium ion) and proteins that have been marked with 

fluorescent dye. 

 
1.3  3D imaging of live early stage embryos 
 

Most of the recent studies in embryology have used fixed slicing techniques of 

fluorescelntly labeled material to find expression of genes locations of specific and 

proteins throughout the embryo. 3D embryo work, that is cited in the literature, 

usually involves preservation of specimens and slicing [Weni04;Yama06]. There are 
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a few studies of whole live embryos using 3D time-lapse. Most of the work has been 

done on Caenorhabditis Elegans, a nematode worm that is transparent and has 

relatively few cells [Heid02; Schn97]. The C. elegans embryos are transparent so the 

3D imaging is taken with one microscope through the organism to get in focus layers 

of tissue. This type of 3D imaging is also done with Zebrafish (Danio rerio) as they 

are transparent as well. To view live opaque embryos, methods of viewing the whole 

surface of the embryo need to be developed. The opaque salamander–urodele embryo 

is a better model organism for mammals than the nemotodes or fish [Neiu85]. The 

whole embryo needs to be viewed so that embryonic events can be detected and time-

lapse pictures are necessary because of the slowness of the events. 

 
The first attampt at 3D time-lapse of axolotl embryos, rotated a microscope around an 

embryo, as though it were the earth and the camera were a “Landsat” satellite 

[Gord82]. The microscope-camera system and lighting were attached to a large piece 

of circular plywood with a counterweight on one side for balance. The embryo was 

mounted in a holder on an x,y,z stage for focusing [Gord82].  A later robotic system 

called the Frogatron 3000 took time-lapse pictures of a developing axolotl embryo 

from 63 views [Brod05]. The views were then stitched together using several digital 

techniques [Boot05]. The embryo was held on a cylindrical mount and therefore the 

side touching the mount cannot be seen, but many angles of the embryo surface can 

be observed. Both the camera and the embryo rotated to give these views. The 

microscope was used to study neurulation and how this complicated surface shape 

changes over time. The image processing is complex and involves stitching of the 

images, and creating a point cloud image of the data [Boot05]. 
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1.4 Summary 

 

 Often missing from embryologic observations are the short time period pulsations 

and contraction behaviors in embryos, because of the work done in embryology using 

histological sectioning [Dist06; Weni04]. Most of the work in embryology in recent 

years is in the study of the genes and proteins expressed during the different stages of 

embryo development [Roel05].  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1.4-1: Mechanical force changes genetic expression. A simplified diagram of 
recent studies into genetic change due to mechanical forces on cells. 
 
Physical forces affect cells by changing their shape and this affects the nucleus and 

gene expression (Figure 1-2). More research is needed in this area [Ingb06] to 

understand these processes thoroughly. This is an area that has been ignored in favor 

of molecular work. This area of physical embryology also involves not just gene 

expression and molecular biology but includes the physical forces and timing of 

physical events. This requires studying the embryo as a whole with the least invasive 

measures as possible. Invasive physical operations change the forces acting on the 
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cells during development. This alters an embryos growth and development. The basic 

premise is that physical forces between cells play a major role in growth and 

differentiation of cells in a developing embryo.  

 
Physical forces acting on cells do cause changes in the cytoskeleton, extra-cellular 

matrix and gene expression [Janm98; Ingb06, Gien07]. Study of many classical 

embryological experiments in which embryos are poked, cut and/or have tissue 

transplantation done to them should be revisited with this insight [Gord07]. Our 

knowledge of embryology will not be complete until the forces on cells in a 

developing embryo can be evaluated and correlated with the molecular biology that 

gives rise to changes in gene expression. 

 

Taking pictures of the whole embryo simplifies 3D analysis of the surface as the 

pictures do not have to be stitched together. Since the surface during early 

development is approximately a sphere, measurements can be approximated for a 

spherical surface from the flat photographs [Tysz05]. 

 
The main objective is to take time-lapse images, at cellular resolution, of the whole 

surface of a vertebrate embryo during early stage development. This has not been 

done before. Information from our 3D time-lapse database will permit many enquires 

into the behavior of embryonic cells. As embryos develop, significant cell movement 

occurs causing a variety of stresses on the embryo surface. These stresses may have a 

significant role to play in cell differentiation, an idea that can be tested by observing 

all the cells on the surface of the developing embryo.  
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2. Biological Theory and Background 
 
Most modern embryology is concerned with genetics and gene products and is mainly 

descriptive [Roel05]. There is a wide range of genetic research that has been done on 

embryos using florescent molecules to mark proteins and other gene products. These 

techniques do not explain the physical behavior observed in embryos or the forces 

involved. This leaves the study of the “physics of embryos” wide open and a new area 

of research [Ingb06; Kell03; Forg05)]. Using descriptions of what is happening is 

only part of the puzzle of embryology. It is like trying to tell how a car works by 

describing its parts [Roel05]. 

 

The cells in tissue are naturally polyhedral in form and are usually physically 

polarized [Bray92; Zahi04]. The most common shape is a 14-hedron [Bray92]; 

therefore slices of cellular structure or cells on the surface of tissue have a polyhedron 

shape. One way of determining if cellular resolution has been achieved is if there is a 

polyhedron patterning. The polyhedrons will not be a regular shape in many tissues as 

cells normally have a physical polarity. If cells loose this polarization they will 

usually undergo apoptosis or programmed cell death [Zahi04].  

 

Cell shape or polarity is created by the cell cytoskeleton via the interaction of its 

component parts: the microfilaments, intermediate filaments and microtubules. The 

microtubules are a more rigid structure and are stiffened by lateral attachments 

[Brod90) Bran06)]. Microfilament bundles, which are made of actin are tightened by 

actomyosin motors in cells [Kuma06]. The whole cell and its surroundings have to be 
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considered when cell behavior is being analyzed. The cell prestress, the number of 

cellular focal adhesions, and the substrate that the adhesions attach to (extra cellular 

matrix) are important items that have to be measured [Kuma06]. The place a cell is at, 

in its cell cycle, will change the cell’s physical dynamics and has to be taken into 

consideration as well.  

 

Cells grown on soft gels or other deformable material are more likely to rearrange 

their cytoskeleton and cell shape than those grown on hard material [Kuma06]. In an 

experiment on stress fibers in cells Kumar et al. used a laser nano-scissor, with a 

femtosecond operating time, to cut individual fibers in living cells. Those that were 

grown on soft material had changes in cytoskeleton within 30 to 40 seconds and 

changes in overall cell shape even though the cells were prestressed [Wang02] to 

maintain their shape. The cutting of one stress fiber dissipated greater than 50% of the 

total prestress and the elongation of the cell when one stress fiber was cut was greater 

than 5% for cells grown on soft material. 

 

 

2.1 Mechanotransduction in the cell and embryo 

 

A definition of mechanotransduction is “the mechanism by which cells convert 

mechanical signals to biochemical responses” [Ingb06]. The embryo is a very 

dynamic organism involving cell division, cell movement and cell interaction. 

Therefore there is a lot of mechanical stress on cells in a developing organism and 
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this stress is probably an integral part of the embryos development [Gord98; Ingb06 

Belo06a Belo06b]. It is known that a cell’s cytoskeleton attaches to the cell 

membrane at integrins [Wolp02, page 255]. Other cellular attachments are due to cell 

adhesion molecules that are calcium dependant cadherins and calcium independent 

immunoglobulins [Wolp02, page 255]. Ligand receptors are also on the surface of 

cells. When ligands are activated by a chemical from the intercellular matrix, they 

rapidly rearrange the cytoskeleton of the cell. As a consequence their organelles and 

the cytoskeleton attachments to the nucleus are rearranged [Berf97]. Mechanical 

forces through integrins and the other cellular junctions also rearrange the 

cytoskeleton and affect the nucleus [Ingb06; Helm03]. When the cytoskeletal forces 

on the nucleus cause change in its shape, the gene expression in the nucleus also 

changes [Berf97; Ben-91]. The embryo therefore develops different tissues through 

chemical and mechanical systems [Ingb06]. The artificial development of tissue has 

been accomplished in endothelial cells in shear stress flow [Helm03].  

 

Viewing the surface of the embryo in early development will allow the monitoring of 

the process of ectodermal cell to neural cell differentiation. This is one of the first 

types of cell differentiation to occur in an embryo, called neurulation [Camp02]. The 

forces exerted on the cells can be studied by tracking cell shape and cell movements 

in relation to one another. One of the major cell behaviors is cell contraction, which 

has been observed to occur in waves on the surface of the embryo starting at stage 

10.75 as seen in Figure 2.1-1 [Gord98; Gord94; Nieu99; Brod94; Gord99; Gord96]. 
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The timing for stages of Axolotl development varies with temperature and other 

environmental factors [Moor39; Bord89]. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1-1: Contraction furrows on an embryo surface. The orange arrow show 
where there is cell contraction on the surface. The smile or large indentation in the 
surface (blue arrow) is called the lip of the blastopore and also a contraction wave 
[Björ94]. The embryo cells move inside the hollow cavity (the blastocoel) that is 
formed inside the animal hemisphere of the egg. The egg is 2 mm in diameter and the 
scale bar is 0.5 mm. 
 
2.2 One cell stage egg 
 
Many changes occur in the one cell stage of the egg. The sperm changes the 

microtubules of the yolk area, which are then aligned by cortical rotation [Marr04]. 

Sperm fusion with the egg or oocyte also causes the formation of a calcium wave on 

the surface of the egg in Xenopus (Clawed toad) and probably in all amphibians 

[Wolp98]. In axolotl there is often multiple sperm entry [Bord89]. 
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Cortical rotation is a self-induced movement in an amphibian egg, which occurs 

before the first cell division in the egg. The outer cortex – cell membrane rotates 

approximately 30o. The direction of this movement determines the left and right side 

of the animal and the first cell division direction. Cortical rotation aligns the 

microtubules in the egg all in one direction [Marr04; Lara96]. The rotation movement 

can be done artificially and the last direction of rotation determines the left and right 

side of the animal [Wolp98]. The microtubule alignment is thought to cause the cell 

division and rotation in a “supercooperative” feedback system [Gord99]. Cortical 

rotation speed is 7.6 mm/min in Xenopus [Lara96].  

 
When cortical rotation occurs it leaves behind a window, called the gray crescent, 

into the clear, upper hemisphere of cytoplasm. This area of the cortex usually 

becomes the dorsal section of the developing embryo [Gaut85]. The gray crescent is 

only sometimes observable in axolotl eggs and is variable from spawning to spawning 

[Bord89]. 

 
 
2.3 Multiple cell division 
 
After cortical rotation the egg divides in two vertically, through both the animal and 

vegetal portions of the egg. Just before this occurs a stiffening of the cell membrane 

has been observed. This is related to the surface contraction waves observed by Hara 

[Hara71] during early cell division of axolotl eggs Figure 2.3-1. There are two types 

of waves occurring in Xenopus eggs, one before cell division and one during cell 
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division [Yone82]. The wave that occurs with cell division follows the line of cell 

division of the egg [Sawa74]. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3-1: Observation of contraction waves during early cell divisions of axolotl 
eggs [Hara71]. The eggs are observed from both the top (animal hemisphere) and 
bottom (vegetal hemisphere) or yolk side. SCW – Surface Contraction Wave. 
Reproduced with permission from Springer. 
 
To capture the waves in time-lapse recording a photograph of the top and bottom of 

the egg was taken every 30 seconds and then viewed at 24 frames per second to 

observe the motion [Hara71]. The next cell division divides the egg into four with the 

cell division vertically in the same direction as the first. The third cell division occurs 

between the animal and vegetal portions of the egg to create 8 individual cells. The 

next cell division occurs vertically to create 16 cells. This is an uneven division. The 
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egg divides again laterally to 32 cells. The process continues until the 40,000 cell 

stage at which time the cell division rate drops and the developmental stage of 

gastrulation begins [Boad89; Heas06]. For detailed information see Appendix B 

Axolotl Developmental Stages.  

 

2.4 Blastocoel formation 

 
The formation of the blastocoel is one of the main events in early embryogenesis and 

its formation occurs across most species and in all vertebrates [Wolp02, page 263]. 

The formation of a group of cells that form a pocket of water in their midst occurs at 

other stages of development such as in the formation of the kidney. If cells join so 

that they have tight junction formation with their neighbors on the sides but not with 

the cells across from them, a fluid filled cavity will form. This is because the tight 

junction is a specialized type of cell adhesion that does not allow fluid to flow in or 

out across it [Wolp02, page 163]. The cells normally pump sodium ions (Na+) out 

and into the extracellular fluid. When a high gradient of Na+ is present in the middle 

of a group of cells, water will diffuse into the area to form a fluid filled cavity. This is 

the process used to form the blastocoel [Wolp02, page 263]. In amphibians the 

blastocoel begins formation from the first cell division [Klat71]. In mammals it 

occurs from the 8th to 64th divisions depending on the species [Hols97; Wats92; 

Fese00]. The development of the blastocoel and subsequent neural tissue 

development is common in all species of animals [Ang01; Wolp02]. The fluid 

dynamics of the blastocoel may influence invagination, where part of the embryo 
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surface flows into the inner cavity to produce mesoderm tissue and start the process 

of forming organs [Pauc04]. This phase of embryogenesis is called gastrulation. 

 
Mammalian blastocoel development is dependant on the formation of the morula, an 

event in mammalian embryology called compaction in which the cells contract and 

group together. The cells in mammalian embryos form tight junctions at this stage 

[Wolp02, page 263]. There is a gradual increase of water content in amphibian 

embryos during development [Klat71; Rapp54]. The start of blastocoel formation in 

an amphibian is shown in Figure 2.4-1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4-1 Start of the formation of the blastocoel in a frog egg, in section. (a) First 
cleavage furrow, which later develops into the blastocoel. (b) 8-cell embryo showing 
a small blastocoel and cleavage-furrows [Klat71]. Reproduced with permission of the 
Company of Biologists 
 
Amphibian eggs vary in density with the top animal portion being made up of lower 

density cytoplasm and the bottom vegetal portion made up of predominantly dense 

yolk containing cytoplasm [Camp02]. Fertilized eggs are considered to be embryos 

after fertilization and cleavage (first cell division) [Wolp02]. Embryos of amphibians 

 

(a) (b) 
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have to carry the food energy needed for the animal to hatch; it is mainly in the yolk. 

Most embryos have some yolk areas in their oocytes and fertilized eggs as they spend 

at least some, if not all, of the time growing on their own where they are not attached 

to their mother.  

 

The vitelline membrane, or fertilization membrane, is made up of proteins and 

polysaccharides. Studies have shown that the vitelline membrane is similar for all 

amphibians and contains 84% protein and 16% carbohydrate. The membrane is 

resistant to dissolving and to enzyme action, which protects the embryo/egg 

[Dumo85].  

 

Amphibian, and specifically axolotl salamander, embryos are good model animals to 

work with because they go through the same general development stages as all 

vertebrate animals and have large, easy to see cells [Nieu96]. The Axolotl is a widely 

used model animal for vertebrate development [Spem24; Holt43; Nieu85] and is a 

good model for visualizing neural plate development as it does not develop any 

covering tissue on the plate as it develops. Other amphibians such as Xenopus, the 

clawed toad, develop a layer of tissue over their developing neural plate so the latter 

cells cannot be observed with a light microscope [Gord89;Nieu96]. 

 

All vertebrate animals undergo differentiation of cells on the surface in early 

development. Some of the cells turn into skin or epithelial cells and others turn into 

neural tissue. This occurs on the surface of the embryo and can easily be observed. 
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Other cells called neural crest also form and these cells travel to various places in the 

body and are the main precursor cells for a variety of organs and tissues. Neural plate 

formation and its rolling up to form a tube are a critical part of embryo development 

because this is the start of the development of the brain, spinal chord and neural crest. 

 
The timing of development in amphibians is also dependant on temperature. For 

example, a frog egg will reach a stage in development at approximately three times as 

fast at 20oC than it will at 10oC. There is a temperature range for normal development 

of frogs; above and below the range will give abnormal development [Bart53; 

Moor39]. Axolotls develop in the range of 16oC – 25oC [Bord89]. 

 

The blastocoel size and shape changes over time and changes the relative density of 

the embryo. Na/K-ATPase is the enzyme that maintains high potassium concentration 

[K+] inside the cell and low sodium [Na+]. Active transport moves 3 Na+ out of the 

cell and 2 K+ into the cell, consuming one ATP. This maintains cell polarity/resting 

potential and osmotic balance. Chlorine (Cl-) also moves into the blastocoel [Wats01]. 

This is similar in all cells, which regulate the input of K+ into the cell and Na+ out of 

the cell [Camp02]. In the case of an embryo the out pumping of Na+ fills the 

blastocoel with water. Filling the blastocoel and other morphological changes 

rearrange the density of the amphibian egg as it develops. It also develops an internal 

pressure, estimated at 5 Atmospheres [Belo98]. 
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2.5 Changes in morphology during development 
 
Cells differentiate and sort into different types of cells. This phenomenon was noticed 

by Holtfreter (1939) and Townes & Holtfreter (1955): “a mix of ectoderm, endoderm 

and mesoderm would sort out with the ectoderm on the outside” [Beet01]. Living 

embryo cells develop different surface tensions as they differentiate. They then sort 

according to surface tension [Stei62; Stei62; Stei63; Stei04; Goel70; Gord72; Goel75; 

Gord75; Brod00; Brod02; Brod03]. The cells with the greatest surface tension on the 

inside and the ones with the least surface tension form on the outside where they 

surround the high surface tension tissue as seen in Figure 2.5-1 [Foty96]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5-1: Cells sort according to surface tension in a developing embryo. The 
cells are fluorescent dyed embryo tissue from chicken [Foty96]. Reproduced with 
permission of the Company of Biologists 
 
Limb bud tissue has a higher surface tension than pigmented epithelial tissue. When 

the cells are placed together in a homogeneous aggregate of cells the cells sort so that 
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as the limb bud tissue clumps together it also pushes the epithelial tissue to the 

outside [Foty96]. 

 
Cell adhesion molecules are another surface feature of all cells; they change the way 

cells sort. One type of adhesion molecule is the cadherins, which are Ca++ dependant. 

There are approximately 30 types of cadherins. These are attracted to each other so 

that E-cadherins stick to E-cadherins and N-Cadherins stick to N-cadherins and so on 

[Wolp02]. When cells have a tendency to stick together due to surface tension or 

surface attraction, they sort into areas of similar cell types [Brod00]. Cells of different 

types express different cadherins, which allows these cells to clump together to form 

structures and organs. There are also calcium independent adhesion molecules and 

integrin adhesion molecules, which also influence this process [Wolp02]. 

 

Neural plate tissue, which has similar surface tension and attachment molecules to the 

ectoderm curls up to form the neural tube, which becomes the brain and spinal cord of 

the animal. All of the cell movements and cell differentiation have an effect on the 

density of the developing animal. Probably both the overall density and the gradient 

of density in the individual embryo are affected. As an embryo develops, its density 

changes. This development is similar in all amphibians, including Axolotl 

salamanders. 

 

An example of an amphibian egg is a frog’s egg. It weighs about 1.5 mg with the dry 

weight mainly made up of fat, glycogen and protein, varying a significant amount 

from egg to egg (0.39 mg) [Bart54]. Lipids make up 25% of the dry weight [Bart54]. 
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The eggs are denser than water, a 2mm ball of water of density 1 gram/cm weighs 

approximately 0.03 grams and an egg weighs 0.04 grams – 0.010 grams over the 

course of the first ten days of development [Vlad03]. The egg is also delicate when 

removed from its jelly coat and needs to be kept in water. When an egg is placed on a 

dry surface it adheres to the surface, flattens and is usually damaged in the process.  

 

2.6 Blastopore formation 
 

After blastocoel formation the surface of the egg undergoes “puckering” or cell 

contraction and one area starts to stream inside as an expanding lining of the 

blastocoel cavity (gastrulation). The circular region where the cells stream inside the 

blastocoel is called the blastopore. Eventually the animal portion of the egg 

completely envelops the yolk portion. The forces for this activity are thought to be 

driven by cells, crawling along the interior of the blastocoel [Beet01;Ingb06], though 

wave propagation may be sufficient in itself [Björ94]. The interior roof of the 

blastocoel develops a coat of fibronectin and laminan. The cells that move through 

the blastopore turn into a crawling cell type and crawl up the side of the blastopore on 

the fibronectin and laminin base [Beet01]. Crawling fibroblast cells can create up to 4 

nN/mm2; the force is dependent on the cell type [Galb06]. The cells streaming inside 

the blastopore undergo cell differentiation to form mesoderm and endoderm tissues 

[Wolp98], perhaps as they participate in the blastopore lip waves [Björ94]. One 

physical cause of this could be buckling due to physical forces [Pauc04] or the 

reaction of embryo surface epithelial cells to being stretched when the blastopore is 

formed. The buckling or invagination takes place at the interface between the animal 
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and vegetal halves of the embryo. This is the interface between two physically 

different parts of the embryo, the animal hemisphere and the vegetal hemisphere 

[Dict84]. The animal hemisphere is, at this stage, formed of ectodermal tissue on the 

outside forming a kind of half hemisphere balloon with water and some salts inside. 

The vegetal portion is composed of large cells with egg platelets. Both have differing 

physical properties and it is possible that the interface between the two halves of the 

egg creates a mechanical stress. This is called a stress raiser in mechanics. The cells 

at the interface experience more force caused by the growing and developing embryo, 

possibly due to cell division and blastocoel development. 

 
2.7 Neural plate formation 
 
The neural plate forms while the cells are streaming into the blastopore. The next 

events, which cause the tissue of the animal cap of the embryo to differentiate into 

neural tissue, remain a mystery. The following events are a plausible explanation for 

what happens next. The cells undergo a wave of cellular expansion or contraction 

[Gord99; Nieu99; Bjork94]. The waves of contraction spread out on the surface while 

at the same time the cells are streaming into the blastopore. When these waves collide 

at the dorsal lip of the blastopore, the ectoderm contraction wave vanishes over an 

arc, while the dorsal lip wave itself is transiently interrupted. Figure 2.6-1 shows the 

pattern of the wave. The epithelial cells are contracted for approximately 10 minutes 

each. A time sufficient for the cell cytoskeleton to change the shape of the nucleus 

which changes the gene expression of the cell so that it becomes a neural cell. 

“Notochord elongation is caused by cell intercalation” [Wolp98 p252] “Change in 

cell shape and cell crawling may drive neural folding” [Wolp98 p254] also the 
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elongation of the notochord may cause upraised bucking of the tissue underneath 

[Jaco76]. Possibly it is a combined effect. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.7-1: Diagram Differentiation waves; A wave of contraction travels across 
the surface of an axolotl embryo. Also called the ectoderm contraction wave. The 
trough of the furrow is shown at one hour intervals. The temperature during this 
period was 20oC [Gord94]. Reproduced with permission from Elsevier 
 
The following is an explanation of Figure 2.6-1 from (Gordon, Björklund & 

Nieuwkoop, 1994) [Gord94]);  

 
“The presumptive notochordal mesoderm/ectoderm contraction wave appears at early 
gastrulation at a focus above, not coincident with, the dorsal lip of the blastopore, 
which was classically regarded as the organizer (Spemann & Mangold, 1924a; 
Spemann & Mangold, 1924b; Hamburger, 1988). The initiation focus is probably 
underlain by an adhered tissue [Gord87a], most likely the pharyngeal endoderm 
[Hama85], which is not mesoderm. This schematic diagram is an approximate 
composite from reconstructions made from a number of partial time lapse sequences 
of the wave [Brod94]. It does not convey the fact that, while the wave is traversing 
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the dorsal ectoderm, a significant amount of invagination occurs as the blastopore 
changes from an arc to a circle, and then closes down nearly to a point. Times and 
dimensions are given for the axolotl, Ambystoma mexicanum, at 20oC. The 
presumptive notochordal mesoderm/ectoderm contraction wave takes 9 to 12 hours 
from start to finish.” 
 
 
This hypothesis for these events could be tested by analyzing the movement of cells 

on the surface of the embryo. Images of the surface of a developing embryo at 

cellular level need to be taken and then the cells tracked over the surface. All of the 

surface should be studied and cells tracked across the surface to determine the 

molecular stress they have undergone. Further work should be done to see where 

other molecular events occur in coordination with the cell stress such as the location 

and timing of calcium ion pulses and the formation and timing of progenitor neural 

proteins. Also interior pictures of the inside would add further explanations of the 

changes within the cells. This would involve additional study using micro MRI 

techniques to get real time imaging. Using the images from both methods as a guide 

to catch the dynamic events in embryogenesis should add to the information obtained 

by the usual method of thin slicing. The normal method of thin slicing the embryo to 

give detailed pictures of the inside could be correlated to catch the dynamic events at 

precise moments in time [Rohl05]. 

 

Differentiation waves are found in urodele amphibian embryos and appear to spatially 

and temporally correlate with the differentiation of embryonic tissues [Gord94; 

Björk94; Gord99; Nieu99] . Two types are observed; expansion waves and 

contraction waves, with each pair of waves correlating to one of two types of tissues 

deriving from a predecessor type. Thus we hypothesize that these mechanochemical 
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events are the triggers of embryonic cell differentiation (cf. [Wang04] ). The 

ectoderm contraction wave (Figure 2.6-1) propagates as a 100µm deep furrow on a 

2mm diameter axolotl (Ambystoma mexicanum) gastrula that travels at 3 µm/min 

through one hemisphere of the monolayer ectoderm and leaves in its wake the neural 

plate. Each cell sustains a strong contraction involving its apical surface that lasts 

about 10min. Hyper-restoration, observed in fragments of Xenopus ectoderm at 

similar stages [Belo98], involves a contraction in response to stretching that exceeds 

the resting state, similar to stretch activated contraction of smooth muscle. All of 

these properties, including their accompanying calcium waves (Jaffe, 1999) [Jaff99], 

suggest exploitable analogies with smooth muscle [Gill99; Belo00]. If smooth 

muscle-like phenomena are involved in normal embryonic differentiation, then the 

reverse may be true, i.e., the study of differentiation waves may impact on the 

understanding of smooth muscle differentiation and plasticity [Hala01; Step03; 

Niko03; Kotl04; Hala04]. Many other cellular contraction and expansion waves have 

been observed on the surface of the embryo during development [Björ99]. The 

cellular mechanics of these waves can be further analyzed using time-lapse 

photography, as their pattern cannot be discerned by direct observation as they are 

slow moving [Björ94; Hara71].  Shape changes brought about by cell contraction and 

expansion are seen in Figure 2.7-2. The microfilament ring at the apical part of the 

cell is stronger than the opposing force of microtubule growth when the cell has a 

small diameter. A cell that is undergoing contraction has a smaller diameter so the 

microfilament ring force dominates and the cell tends to retain a narrow cylindrical 

shape.  
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Figure 2.7-2: Cell state splitter. There are cell cytoskeleton rings at the apical ends of 
ectoderm cells. If the cell undergoes a contraction wave the cell narrows and the 
microfilament ring (MF) force dominates and keeps the cell in the form of a narrow 
tube. If the cell undergoes an expansion wave the microtubule force dominates and 
the cell keeps a wide flattened shape [Gord94]. Reproduced with permission of the 
author 
 
 
2.8 Neurulation 
 

The next and final step in early development is neurulation where the neural plate 

forms and rolls up to form the spinal cord and brain. The following is speculation on 

the series of events in neurulation, which gives a guide as to what to look for when 

studying the surface of embryos. The cells are stretched due to cell movement and 

cell division. They react to the stretching by giving off a Ca++ pulse [Isak01]. They 

react to stretch by forming lamellapodia and intercalating themselves between their 
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neighbors, then they roundup and cause convergent extension to occur. Convergent 

extension is a process whereby a round embryo or flat sheet of tissue becomes more 

elongated as seen in Figure 2.8-1. When an embryo develops it starts as a ball 

(amphibian) or regularly shaped flat tissue (birds, mammals) [Belo00; Kell02], which 

then develops into a long narrow organism. Observations of a complete set of 

intercalation movements needs to be made at the cellular level in order to determine 

whether the lamellapodia are the driving force behind convergent extension [Brod06]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.8-1: Convergent Extension; Tracings of labeled cells in frog and fish 
embryos show that convergent extension occurs by two processes. Cells first 
intercalate between one another perpendicular to the plane of the tissue to form a 
thinner but longer tissue (radial intercalation). Then they intercalate between one 
another mediolaterally within the plane of the tissue to form a narrower, longer tissue 
(mediolateral intercalation  [Kell02]. Reproduced with permission from AAAS 
(Science) 
 
Other mechanisms such as the rolling up of the neural plate to form the brain and 

spinal column are also partially due to mechanical stretching of the cell sheet Figure 

2.8-2 [Loeb12; Gord99 Gord03; Craw04]. Stretching of the notochord may be an 

alternative explanation of convergent extension [Jaco76a; Gord78]. 
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Figure 2.8-2:  Stretching creates folding and this may be a mechanical force in the 
folding of the neural tube. This demonstration originates with Loeb (1912) [Loeb12]. 
 
Another mechanical assist to the folding of the neural plate is thought to come from 

the expanding epithelial cells. The cells become wide and flat when they differentiate 

to form epitheilial tissue. The widening cells can also create forces pushing the edge 

of the neural plate [Alva92] and the neural plate cells are becoming long and narrow 

nerve cells, which also create forces on the surrounding tissues. Although this idea, 

initially proposed by His (1874), was contradicted by Roux (1888) (reviewed in 

Gordon 2006), it may be a component of neural plate shaping that should not be 

overlooked. 

 

When the neural tube is formed cells called neural crest are created on the outer 

margins. These cells separate from the neural tube and migrate to form many 

important structures including facial structure, eye, skin pigment cells, heart, 
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intestines, neurons and glial cells of the peripheral nervous system Figure 2.8-3 

[Eppe96]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.8-3: Neural Crest formation and migration. (a) staining of the neural crest 
where it starts (stage 16) (b) area to where it migrates (stage 33) (modified from 
Horstadius and Sellman 1950)[Eppe00] Reproduced with permission of the Company 
of Biologists 
 
 
2.9 Cell Differentiation: Current Research 
 
Changes in calcium ion concentration are an important element in the developing 

embryo [Webb and Miller 2003]. Calcium waves are present throughout embryo 

development and are thought to be universal across species. They have distinct 

patterning on and in the embryo and pattering though time [Gilland 1999]. The first 

calcium wave occurs after fertilization and moves across the whole embryo [Wolp98 

p394].  

 

In many cellular systems, such as lung, muscle, bone, endothelial, epithelial and the 

immune system a change in cell type occurs when physical stress is applied to the 

cellular matrix or tissue. In muscle and immune system cells intracellular Ca++ causes 

a cascade of molecular activity that causes NFAT proteins to be dephosphorylated 

 
(a) (b) 
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and move into the nucleus [Hoga03; Kubis03]. This activity in turn causes differential 

gene expression thus providing a link between intracellular Ca++ and cell 

differentiation. Physical stimulation of cells is one of the main causes of increase in 

intracellular Ca++ [Ji02; Isak01]. Therefore there is an assumed link between physical 

activity of cells and cell differentiation. This physical aspect of cell differentiation has 

not been thoroughly studied. In endothelial cells pulsed flow produces shear stress 

that when combined with the right type of attachments, such as mesancyme cells, 

helps the endothelial cells to retain cell type [Helm03]. Neural fate in the embryo and 

its link to Ca++ has also been investigated [Batu05; More04; Bart74]. It was found 

that the expression of a Ca++ target gene, argenine N-methyltransferase, causes the 

expression of other neural genes [Batu05].  

 

Embryos lacking skeletal muscle fail to have proper lung and eye development. The 

lack of movement in these organs as they develop is considered to be a direct cause of 

the dysmorphology in these animals [Inan05, Kabl05]. Cell movement is necessary 

for cell differentiation in lung and eye development. 

 

Deformation of the nucleus due to cell shape was studied in endothelial cells. The 

forces on the nucleus were approximately the same as the forces due to the cell 

adhesions that retained the endothelial cell shape. This indicates that there is a direct 

mechanical link between cell adhesion and forces acting on the nucleus [Jean04].  
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Stress fibers in endothelial cells were studied [Kuma06]. Laser nanosissors were used 

to cut stress fibers in living cells to study their reaction under different physiological 

conditions. Stress fiber actin bundles were found to be viscoelastic and are held in 

tension by actomyosin motor molecules. When these motors are knocked out, cell 

shape, cell prestress, cell migration speed, and focal adhesion is altered in many cell 

types. Also studied was the substrate that the cells adhered to or the ECM or extra 

cellular matrix. When cells adhere to flexible ECM and their stress fibers are cut, they 

undergo large changes in cell shape and mechanical stress. If the cell adheres to a 

more rigid ECM the cell shape and stress are kept to a minimum. 

 

This provides insight into cellular behavior in embryos and in other living systems. It 

matters what the cell adheres to and what forces act upon it. These forces do have an 

effect on the nucleus physically and chemically and can lead to changes in gene 

expression [Gord85; Ben-91; Nieu99; Gord99; Craw04; Belo05; Matt05; Ing06]. This 

idea was demonstrated in breast epithelial cells grown in different collagen gels 

[Wozn03].  

 

“Brest epithelial cells differentiate into tubules when cultured in floating three-

dimensional (3D) collagen gels, but not when the cells are cultured in the same 

collagen matrix that is attached to the culture dish.” [Wozn03] 

 

Different types and duration of stress, cause different chemical reactions in cells as 

well as different physical reactions [Matt05]. 
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The concept of using proper physical adhesion matrix or ECM and forces that occur 

naturally in tissue to create artificial tissue has been tried in endothelial cells to 

produce arteries. The physical forces that occur naturally in artery tissue is the shear 

stress of blood flow.  

 
2.10 Calcium patterning during development 
 

As seen in a number of gene studies on the relation of cell movement to gene 

transcription, changes in Ca++ are involved. Stretching of cell membranes causes the 

influx of Ca++ into cells and this in turn causes an accumulation of actin at the site of 

the force [Janm98]. Ca++ elevation also occurs during intercalation of cells [Tada01]. 

Calcium ions have been observed in developing embryos with fluorescent dyes. 

Extensive observations were done in zebrafish because they are transparent through 

most of their development and the total calcium fluorescence can be observed. 
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Figure 2.9-1: Periodic increases of cellular calcium reoccur throughout gastrulation. 
Figure 2.10-1: Total calcium ion level during development of zebrafish; (a) 
Regularity of the wave pulses of 10 hours of development from 30% epiboly to 12 
somite stages, t = five hours after fertilization. (b) Three waves plotted at higher 
luminescence (c) whole embryo illuminescence data for the waves shown in b (d) 
Whole embryo black spatial subsamples (red blue, green). The * indicates a yolk 
flash. [Gill99] Reproduced with permission from the National Academy of Sciences © 
1999 
 
There is a pattern of calcium ion waves over the surface of the embryo during 

development as indicated by the different wave plots on the surface of the zebrafish 

embryo Figure 2.9-1. 
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Figure 2.10-2: A pan-embryonic intercellular Ca2+ wave at ~ 75% epiboly (8 hpf) in 
zebrafish. a-h The wave is initiated in the shield and propagates around the 
blastoderm margin at a velocity of ~ 5mm s-1. [Webb03] Reproduced with permission 
of Nature Publishing Group 
 
 
The calcium ion changes may be related to voltage gradients that have been mapped 

on the surface of amphibian embryos during development of the nervous system 

during neurulation Figure 2.9-2 [Shi95].  
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3. Materials and Methods 
 
 
The apparatus uses a combination approach with four prisms and two microscope-

camera setups. The top microscope takes a picture of the top of the embryo and the 

bottom microscope takes pictures of the bottom of the embryo and all four sides, as 

viewed through the four prisms. The views are at different focal planes and the 

microscope-camera setup needs to be moved vertically to get in-focus views of all six 

sides. 

 

The six views are achieved using four prisms for the side views that reflect the image 

downward along with the bottom view. All are visible with an inverted microscope 

(Figure 3-1). The top view is taken separately with a coaxial erect microscope. 

Axolotl eggs are 2 mm in diameter with large surface cells of approximately 20 

micrometers in diameter at neurulation. They have variegated pigment [Jaco76a; 

Gord78] , which serves as a natural marker and makes identification and tracking of 

individual cells easy. Adult axolotls come in three varieties of pigmentation 

[Frost89]: wild type, which is black or black spotted, white, and albino. The white 

axolotl mutant is the best for tracking cells because the lighter pigmentation of the 

embryos gives a wider range of optical contrast than the wild type. Albinos have no 

melanin, and show no optical contrast. While wild type adults have other kinds of 

pigment cells, those do not appear to differentiate until after neural tube closure, i.e., 

late in development. 
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Figure 3-1: Diagram of the microscope and embryo holder with images of the prism 
holder and microscope set up.  
 
The microscope is designed so that through-focus time-lapse digital pictures of six 

views of Ambystoma mexicanum embryos (axolotl, a salamander) can be taken every 

5 minutes for 50 hours to 80 hours of early development, from fertilization to stage 

20, i.e., neural tube closure [Bord89]. The variability in the timing depends on 

temperature, individual differences and other environmental factors. In-focus views 

[Gord83a] of all sides of the embryo will be calculated [Piep83; Wall85; Fors04; 

Shoa04; Antu05] and reconstructed into a 3D rendered high resolution animation of 

early stage development [Tsan02]. The 3D image could preserve all detail available 

in the 2D images from which it is reconstructed. The axolotl is a reasonable model 

animal for early human development: it is close in morphology to a common 
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ancestor, and its neuroepithelium is also a monolayer of cells [Gord89] (unlike, for 

instance, Xenopus). 

 

The main objective of this thesis work is to take time-lapse images, at cellular 

resolution, of the whole surface of a vertebrate embryo during early stage 

development. This has not been done before. Information from our 3D time-lapse 

database will permit many enquires into the behavior of embryonic cells. As embryos 

develop, significant cell movement occurs causing a variety of stresses on the embryo 

surface. These stresses may have a significant role to play in cell differentiation, an 

idea that can be tested by observing the cells on the surface of the developing embryo.  

 

Along with the two microscopes, and four prisms, a motorized microscope stage 

(x, y, z),  a microcontroller, two ring lights, two digital cameras, and a PC computer 

with a two Gigabyte memory, 250 Gigabyte hard-drive and 250 Gigabytes of external 

digital storage comprise the system. The apparatus is inexpensive compared to whole 

microscope units but no commercial microscope system has its capability to view 3D 

images in time-lapse from all sides of a 6 sided box. The apparatus is versatile 

because the cameras and even the microcontroller can be changed as better 

technology becomes available. The system is a standard microcontroller based set up 

that is easy to program. 

 

The x, y stepper motors for the stage move the embryo into position and then the z 

axis stepper motor moves it up and down to get three in-focus views for each side of 
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the embryo. The motors are controlled by a Simple Step microcontroller (ssxyzMicro) 

designed to operate stepper motors, which moves the motors 1/16 of a normal motor 

step, to give precise directional movement. The microcontroller operates the lights 

and cameras after moving the stage into position. The movement is repeated for each 

side of the embryo to obtain views of all sides of the embryo every 5 minutes for up 

to 80 hours. The five minute interval is the fastest rate that the cameras can take the 

18 pictures needed for a whole 3D sequence. More light into the prism/embryo holder 

would speed up the cameras from 15 seconds to approximately 5 seconds. This would 

give 1.5 minute intervals for the time-lapse which, would be close enough to see the 

surface contractions on stage 1 to 4 eggs [Hara71]. The five minute time-lapse 

interval works, to get cellular resolution tracking, as the contraction waves are to be 

observed. The contraction waves move at 3 mm/min [Gord94] and therefore will 

move one cell diameter in 5 minutes. This improves on the previous work done on the 

cell contraction waves that had a time-lapse interval of 15 min. [Brod94]. 

 

Cellular resolution images were initially achieved using a Nikon 5400 Coolpix 5 

Megapixel camera, both through the Nikon 4x water immersion microscope objective 

attached via a custom tube and through a Wild stereoscopic microscope, with the 

camera attached to the camera port. The camera was loaned on a trial basis by Nikon 

Canada. Cellular resolution was then also achieved using the Olympus E330 cameras, 

selected for the project, connected in a similar manner to the 5400 Coolpix, but 

without intervening optics (Figure 3-2). The camera automatically downloads photos 

into a computer as they are taken and the image can be seen on a computer screen for 
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easy setup. The robotic control for the microscope stage and lights and camera with a 

remote trigger is also essential, the running computer program controls the exact 

position of the microscope stage and coordinates the timing of the lights and camera 

when the embryo and stage are positioned for the next image.  
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(b) 

 

 

 

0.1 mm 

0.05 mm 

Figure 3-2 Cellular level pictures (a) Picture taken at neural tube closure with the 
upper microscope using Nikon Coolpix 5 megapixel camera (b) Picture taken with the 
bottom microscope of Stage 10.5 Gastrulation in the embryo holder using Olympus E-
330, 7.5 Megapixel camera. 
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The bottom camera with the low light due to the embryo holder does not have as high 

a resolution as the top microscope with full lighting but cellular resolution can be 

seen in both cases. The number of pixels used in the bottom photograph was 

approximately the same as that used in the top photograph because the image in the 

bottom microscope did not take up the full picture area. 

 
 
3.1 Microscopes and optics 
 
The microscopes are a Wild M8 (TYP376788) stereomicroscope with camera mount, 

inverted for the bottom views of the embryo. One eyepiece is taped so it doesn’t fall 

out. The other eye piece was equipped with four bright white LEDs for epi-

illumination. The top microscope is a homemade microscope using a Nikon 4/0.13WI 

(160 mm focal length) water immersion 4x lens. The bottom microscope sees the 

bottom of the embryo and the four sides of the embryo through small 3.2 mm prisms 

placed in an embryo holder. The prisms are TECH SPECTM High-Tolerance Right 

Angle Prisms (Dimensional Tolerance +0/-0.1mm, Surface Accuracy ¼ wave, Angle 

Tolerance + arc seconds, Hypotenuse Aluminized, over coated with inconel and black 

paint [Edmo07]). 

 

The top microscope consists of a 4x Nikon water immersion lens with a 160 mm 

focal distance and a numerical aperture (NA) of 1.3. A 2 mm measure becomes 8 mm 

at 4x and therefore the size of the camera chip needs to be at least 8 mm square. A so-

called “one inch standard diagonal” a 4/3 size chip is actually 17.3 mm by 13.0 mm 
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high, which is slightly larger than the one inch diagonal size. With a NA of 1.3 

calculated at 540 nm (green, an average wavelength of white light), the resolving 

ability of the microscope is 1 mm (see Apparatus section).  A camera chip pixel count 

of 12 Mega-pixels would match the 1 mm resolution, which is difficult to use due to 

the large amount of storage needed to deal with this much data.  A seven Megapixel 

consumer camera was used for the top and bottom microscope mainly due to cost and 

availability. 

 

The top microscope is homemade (Medical Devices Shop, CancerCare Manitoba) 

consisting of a tube and a Nikon 4x microscope objective. It was modified from its 

previous use by shortening the tube to give the correct focal distance of 160 mm from 

the Nikon water immersion objective to the camera CMOS chip. 

 
The resolution for the top microscope can be calculated using the Abbé limit of 
resolution: 
 
 r = 0.61 x l /NA            [Spec06]           
 
 
r – resolution 
l - wave length of the light used (for white light the middle value is green or 550 nm) 
NA – is the numerical aperture of all the optics in the system 
 
In the case of the top microscope the numerical aperture is that of the microscope 

objective as there are no other intervening optics. The NA for the Nikon water 

immersion objective is 1.3 as per the engraved labeling. The resolution for the top 

microscope is r = 0.61 * 550 nm /1.3 = 258 nm = 0.258 µm, which is beyond the 

capability of the camera with a pixel width of 5.5 µm. The limiting factor in the 

resolution will therefore be the camera pixel size. 
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For the bottom microscope, the Wild M8, the diameter of the lens is 6 cm and the 

focal distance to observe the 2 mm egg is 7 cm (Figure 3.1-1). The formula to 

calculate the numerical aperture (NA) of this lens is; 

 
  NA = n sin(a)   [Spec06] 
 
Where n is the index of the material the light is traveling through (1.0 for air) and a is 

the angle of view. In this instance a = tan-1 (3/7) = 23o. The NA = 1.0 sin(23o) = 0.39. 

The resolution r = 0.61  l/NA = 0.61 * 550 nm /0.39 = 860 nm = 0.86 µm, which is 

beyond the capability of the camera. There are more lenses involved in the light path 

for the bottom microscope so the NA will be smaller halving the NA gives a 

resolution of 1.6 mm which is smaller than the 5.5 mm of the camera.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1-1: Diagram of the bottom microscope optics 
 
 
A microscope test pattern, a USAF-51 target (Edmund Scientific), was used to test 

the resolution of the optics for the top and bottom microscope Figure 3.1-2. A better 

target for this is a Siemon’s star target, which is made from star morié patterns of 

7 mm 

6 mm 

a 
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different scales. The star target or variations of it gives a radial pattern so that aliasing 

in a digital camera can be detected. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1-2 USAF-51 target taken with the bottom microscope; (a) lightened image 
of target without illumination through the eyepiece. (b) epi-illumination without 
adjustment and with illumination through the eyepiece of the bottom microscope. The 
image shows light squares because the lines are printed in silver and reflect the light; 
(b) has the best resolution by about one pattern set, see row number 5. The targets 
were placed facing upwards so the above targets were viewed through a thickness of 
glass 
 

Resolution in depth (along the optical axis) for the microscope could be calculated 

with a finely graduated ruler or grid placed on an angle to the depth of 2 mm.  

 

3.2 Embryo holder 

A holder for the 2 mm embryos was made using four prisms and modified Petri 

dishes. The Petri dishes were Falcon Primaria 35-3802 60x15 mm polystyrene 

nonpyrogenic tissue culture dishes. For a clearer view of the embryo from the bottom 

a 19 mm diameter hole was cut in the centre of the dish and a 22 mm square glass 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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microscope cover slip was added.  The glass cover slip is a Fisher #12-541B 22x22 

and was glued to the edges of the hole in the centre of the Petri dish. The gluing 

procedure used melted wax, which was heated by a heat gun and ran under the cover 

slip sealing it to the Petri dish (Figure 3.2-1). Bees wax was used as it is a more 

natural substance and less likely to harm the axolotl embryos. Its use in embryology 

is standard [Hamb60]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2-1: Modified Petri dish with added cover slip. 
 
Other methods of securing the microscope cover slip included using polydent, an 

adhesive commercially available for attaching dentures and aquarium silicone sealant. 

The wax technique was chosen because it was the easiest to use as it did not involve 

any drying time and it was easy to clean the cover slip of stray wax. 

 

The embryo holder fit over top of the cover slip and was held using Fun-Tack 

[Dap04] for a removable, nontoxic glue down. All parts of the holder were washed 

with 70% isopropyl alcohol prior to using on live eggs. The holder was then covered 

with 25% Holtfreter’s solution [Hamb60]. The final configuration for the embryo 

 

Plastic Petri dish 

Glass cover slip 
22x22 mm 
Hole 19 mm 

Bees wax glue 
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holder includes an additional flexible extension so that Holtfreter’s solution can be 

filled to a depth so that the top microscope, which has a water immersion objective, 

does not leave the water during the time-lapse photography. This is to prevent 

bubbles from forming on this lens (Figure 3.2-2).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2-2: Embryo holder (a) Embryo in prism holder with Fun-Tack hold downs 
(b) Embryo holder with extended sides 
 
 
 
3.3 Prism holder  
 
The prisms were held in place with a machined piece of acrylic plastic. The clamps 

for the prisms were made by drilling and tapping set screws into the acrylic plastic on 

the four sides of the holder Figure 3.3-1 and Figure 3.3-2. When the screws are turned 

the acrylic plastic bends slightly clamping the prisms in place. The prisms were then 

covered with a protective layer of bees wax, to keep their baking from being exposed 

to the saline Holtfreter’s solution and for mechanical protection. A hole was drilled 

towards one of the prisms to provide an entry for a thermistor wire. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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Figure 3.3-1: Top and bottom of the prism holder. (a) Top of the holder showing wax 
cap. (b) Bottom of the holder showing prisms. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3-2: Drawing of the prism holder showing dimensions. 
 
Five views of the embryos can be seen at the same time from the bottom microscope 

but for better resolution each prism and the centre area were photographed separately 

(Figure 3.3-3). 
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Figure 3.3-3: Bottom view of prisms. (a) Bottom view of an egg in the prism holder 
with fiber optic lighting attached. The bottom – middle view is out of focus and the 
prism areas are in focus. (b) Position of microcontroller in the x and y direction and 
the blue areas represent the prisms. 
 
There was some difficulty with set up in Figure 3.3-3 as there is an air bubble on the 

right side of the egg. Bubbles have to be kept out of the holder and removed from 

under the top microscope objective. The embryo also has to be kept in the middle of 

the embryo holder/chamber or the images of the sides of the embryos are not fully 

reflected downward by the prisms. This cuts the side images off. The problem was 

solved by including some of the natural jelly, with the egg, in the prism holder 

chamber. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(a) (b) 
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3.4 Clean area 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4-1: The clean area with operating tools. 
 
A clean area was set up to work with the axolotl eggs Figure 3.4-1. The area is in the 

same room as the microscope and can be kept at 17oC when using the eggs, which is 

optimal for axolotls. The clean area and utensils were washed with 70% isopropyl 

alcohol prior to use.  The optics and prisms are also cleaned with ethanol or lens 

cleaner. 

 
3.5 Egg preparation 
 
The eggs used for viewing were white axolotl eggs because they have natural pigment 

spots that will make cell tracking easier. The wild type eggs also have pigment 

markings but they are more crowded and the albino eggs are hard to view because 

they are completely white so details on the surface are hard to see. 

The eggs were handled according to animal care guidelines and the axolotls were 

encouraged to lay eggs according to S.O.P. Schedule #8 (Appendix B). The author 
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was certified by Animal Care to handle early stage eggs and to care for Axolotls. The 

work was done under a protocol approved by Animal Care at the University of 

Manitoba. 

 

The eggs were collected from natural spawnings from the axolotl breeding colony at 

the University of Manitoba. White axolotl eggs were collected in a glass container 

from the plants, moss and other tank furniture. The eggs were more easily removed 

from the moss. Axolotls normally lay from 200 to 800 eggs in a spawning [Bjor93] so 

there were many to choose from Figure 3.5-1. Uniformly round eggs were selected as 

a criterion for viability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.5-1 White mother axolotl and her eggs just after spawning. 
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Several methods of placing the axolotl eggs in the embryo holder were tried. The 

eggs without any protective gel tended to move and often floated up and attached 

themselves to the top microscope water immersion objective. Low temperature 

agarose was tried as a replacement gel as it will form a gel at 17oC. This temperature 

is the optimal developmental temperature of the eggs. The gel needed to be poured 

along with the egg into a form that was the same size as the embryo holder. The 

difficulty of placing the egg in the middle of a gel is also a problem for other gels 

such as methyl-cellulose and gelatin. Since axolotl egg gel is mostly transparent at 

early stage development and is designed to stick to rocks and any other surface in 

water, it was decided to use the axolotls own gel. The eggs were partially de-gelled so 

that they would fit into the embryo holder and so that exterior dirt was removed from 

the gel. The embryo was held by tweezers, or a narrow Q-tip cotton swab, with a 

3 mm diameter cotton end (tapered double headed cotton swabs by MG chemical 

Catalogue Number 8112-100). See Figure 3.5-2. The excess gel was then cut off 

using scissors until the right diameter was reached. The diameter of the egg and gel 

needs to be approximately 3.5 mm to fit into the embryo holder. Some of the 

embryo’s gel or gel from other embryos was kept to place on top of the embryo once 

it was in the holder to make a more even light path of gel for the top water immersion 

microscope objective. The top objective becomes a gel immersion microscope for the 

top photographs of the embryo. The gel is mostly made of water as it reduces down to 

a flat residue when dried. Experiments with the gel show that when 1.1 grams of gel 

is dehydrated the resulting mass is less than 0.1 grams giving a very high percentage 
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of water. The proof that this works is in the photographs taken using the gel. All of 

the pictures of the top of the axolotl eggs in this thesis were taken with the upper 

microscope objective touching axolotl egg gel. 

 
The egg was placed in the embryo holder and then covered with 25% Holtfreter’s 

solution in de-ionized water. Holtfreter’s solution is a weak salt solution developed 

for working with amphibian embryos and is necessary because degelled eggs burst in 

plain de-ionized water. The recipe for 100% Holtfreter’s solution is; 1 liter distilled 

water, 3.4 g NaCl (non iodized table salt), 0.05 g KCl, and 0.2 g NaHCO3 buffer 

[Hamb60]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.5-2: Partial de-gelling of a wild type embryo using Q-tips and scissors in a 
watch maker’s glass. 
 
Embryos to be completely de-gelled were processed in a special apparatus [Gord03] 

consisting of three eye droppers to hold the embryo by its gel (under suction) and a 

watch glass underneath to catch the embryo in water. Curved tweezers are used to 

carefully remove the jelly from the eggs. The egg in Figure 3.5-3 is an albino Axolotl 

egg and is completely white.  
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Figure 3.5-3: Egg de-jelly apparatus. (a) Apparatus showing the eye dropper holders 
and curved tweezers for egg removal. (b) An albino Axolotl egg being held by its 
jelly with the eye droppers [Gord03]. 
 
Fake embryos were made from approximately 2 mm diameter plasticine balls coated 

with 12-50 mm glass beads. They were placed in the embryo holder and the robotic 

microscope system was given several trial runs. Photographs of the results are in 

appendix D. The position and focus of the fake embryos appeared to be the same for 

all the trial runs. 

 

Further additions to the embryo holder need to be added so that there is water 

circulation across the embryo surface. A peristaltic pump or a gravity drip system that 

continuously supplies the embryo holder with fresh Holtfreter’s solution needs to be 

set up. Excess Holtfreter’s solution would be removed by an aspirator – vacuum 

system to give a continuous flow of fluid through the embryo holder. The fluid could 

be aerated and oxygenated depending upon the experiment. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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Control embryos would be grown in similar conditions to the embryos in the prism 

holder and in normal pond conditions to check on the change in time of development 

and other developmental problems that may arise. Axolotl eggs were grown in 6 mm 

pipettes as a trial and the embryos developed normally but were delayed.  
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3.6 Microcontroller 
 
A microcontroller system was chosen for the robotics portion of the project. The 

microcontroller, made by Simple Step L.L.C. [Simp06], has the features needed for 

microscopy work with stepper motor drivers onboard and fine control over the motor 

movement, with each step of the stepper broken into one sixteenth of a step. It also 

has a variety of inputs and outputs at 24 VDC and 5 VDC. 

 

Other methods of control such as using a PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) or 

FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) are more difficult to program and the micro-

stepping action would have had to be researched and programmed. The other options 

were also more expensive when all the peripherals and programming were taken into 

consideration. 

 

The microcontroller board, model ssxyzMicro (Simple Step), has independent 

microprocessors for each axis. The motor drivers, Allegro Full-Bridge Pulse Width 

Modulated Microstepping Motor Driver 3957, are designed to provide an even 

current during operation. The circuitry uses a DAC (Digital to Analogue Converter) 

input to determine the mode of operation. In the optimum slow current delay mode 

when the motor is operating at less than 3.5 volts, the back EMF current from the coil 

is fed back through the motor coil, sink driver, ground clamp diode, and sense 

resistor. This provides a reduced ripple current during the fixed off time and makes 

for a more even operation of the motor and for less wear in the motors [Simp06]. The 
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wiring diagrams and board layout are in the Simple Step Manual [Simp06] and 

Appendix A (Figure 1A-5). 

 

Communications to the Simple Step board is via a USB2 to Keyspan serial adapter 

(Appendix A). The serial adapter uses the IEEE RS232 protocol (Ground Tip and 

Ring connections) for communication to the computer with a 57600 BAUD rate. This 

serial adapter can be used with PC or MAC OSX and therefore can be used with any 

of the computers available. The network address switch is set to zero or the first 

address as the project only uses one board. 

 

The microcontroller is housed in a 6 x 8 inch metal electrical box with a removable 

top and is attached to the box with plastic spacers. The power supply is housed in the 

same box and is DIN rail mounted. It is a +24 VDC 4.1 Amp Lambda regulated 

power supply model DLP100-24-1/E. It has transient protection and is installed in 

line with a 5 amp fuse (fusetron dual element fuse FNM-5). An Idec switch (HW1L 

AF2F11QD R 120) turns on the power supply, which turns on the microcontroller, 

fan and voltage regulator. Holes were drilled in the box to accommodate the wiring 

harness for the three axes. The wiring harness was made water resistant. Knockouts in 

the box were used for cooling holes, switches and other I/O. A circuit diagram of the 

set up is shown in Figure 3.6-1 and a picture of the control box is shown in Figure 

3.6-2. 
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Figure 3.6-1: Electrical setup 
 
Cooling of the microcontroller board and power supply was accomplished by the 

addition of a 24 VDC fan on the lid of the control box. The 24 VDC connection was 

made at the power supply. The fan was oriented so that it sucked air from the box and 

equal sized opening to that of the fan was accomplished by taking out three of the one 

inch knockouts in the box. These where then covered with porous black foam for 

protection. Two of the holes open on the microcontroller board and one at the back of 

the power supply. 
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Figure 3.6-2: Inside of the control box. (a) Power supply, (b) Simple Step 
microcontroller board, (c) fan, (d) switch and harness wiring, (e) heat sink for voltage 
regulator. 
 
The Hall sensors needed supply voltage that was not current limited, so a voltage 

regulator was installed. The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 3.6-3 and a 

photograph of the regulator mounted on a heat sink is shown in Figure 3.6-4. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.6-3: Voltage regulator design; C1 and C2 are 0.1 mf, 50 volt capacitors for 
circuit stabilization; R – regulator - is a LM78M05  - 3 term, 5 volt fixed regulator 
[Fran06]. 
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The regulator was mounted on a heat sink next to the fan outlet for cooling. The 

supply for the regulator can also be obtained from the board by either shorting a 

current limiting resistor or using pin 6 on a spare jumper. Both of these options are 

more likely to affect the board’s power supply so the regulator option was selected. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.6-4: Voltage regulator: (a) knockout hole with foam covering; (b) heat sink; 
(c) voltage regulator; (d) microcontroller board. 
 
The grounding for the whole circuit was attached to a lug on the side of the box. The 

connections to the ground included the AC and DC side of the power supply, the 

ground for the voltage regulator, and the ground for the Simple Step board including 

all of the shielding for the wiring harness. 

 
3.7 Programming 
 
Programming was done in the sswin program that accompanies the Simple Step 

board. The program moves the axes to home position and then moves them to the first 

prism position. The program then moves the z axis and takes three pictures at three 
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b 
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different focal planes. A one second delay is placed between the output ON and OFF 

to give the relay operating the camera remote time to activate. The 15 second delay is 

to give the camera time to take the picture under the low light conditions. See 

Appendix C for programming and Appendix D for a trial movement using a fake 

embryo. This places the timing of the whole set of pictures for all six sides with three 

pictures per side at about five minutes (timing:  3x6x16 sec. =  288 sec. or 4.8 min). 

 
 
3.8 Programmed power settings for the motors 
 
The settings for the home commands were set so that the home was found with 

clockwise motor movement for the x axis and counterclockwise for the y axis. The z 

axis with two identical hall sensors needed the N-100 command instead of N-1 so that 

it called the bottom hall sensor home and the top one limit. The settings for the 

motors were determined partially by formulas from Simple Step and partially by trial 

and error. The z axis home was placed at the bottom of the movement because most 

of the images are taken at that level. The working distance is very close to the top 

microscope in the top range of movement and this therefore needs to be a limit. 

 

 There are four settings needed for the Simple Step board to run the motors. These are 

the P-power setting, B-beginning speed, E-final speed, and S-slope. The power 

settings are determined by the following formula for the ssxyzMicro board: 

 
1.5 amps = 5 volts DC = DAC setting of 255 (0-255 or 256 settings) 
1.5 amps / 256 = 0.005859375      [Simp06] 
 
The motors for the x and y movement are S9114M-S10 Bipolar 3.2 VDC, 0.35 Amp 

stepper motors with a 1.8o step angle. Therefore the DAC setting is: 
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0.35 amps / 0.005859375 = DAC setting of 59.7333 or 60 

 

Actual current will be 60 * 0.005859375 = 0.351 amps. The power setting used for 

the x and y axis motors was 65 due to problems with the motors burping and changing 

direction. 

 

The second parameter is the Idle power mode and should not be greater than 0.5 amps 

per phase [Simp06]. This would be greater than the amps per phase for the motor. The 

idle power setting for the x and y motors was 15 to stop the motors from burping due to 

the small load they have from the stage. This was a recommended value from Simple 

Step technical support and it worked. 

 

The B variable is the start-up speed of the motor and the E variable is the final speed 

of the motor. Since the stage is moving the egg a slower and gentler acceleration is 

called for so the B and E values were set at a much lower value than the equipment 

was capable of. The B value was set at 20 and the E value at 50. The slope was set to 

2. The calculations for this are as follows: 

 
TSM = Total Steps to Move = absolute (current position - new position) 
AD = Acceleration/Deceleration = E-B = 50-20 = 30 
SS = Slope Steps = (AD)/S = 30/2 = 15 
TADS = Total Acceleration/Deceleration Steps = SS*2 = 30  [Simp06] 
 
It takes 30 steps or moves for the motor to get up to speed. In this application it does 

not matter whether the motor gets to full speed but the motor does need to run 

smoothly. 
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The z axis was moved by a Vexta Pk245M-01BA unipolar motor 4 VDC, 

1.2 amps/phase, 0.8o/step. The current rating for the full copper mode connection is 

higher than the 1.2 amps/phase so working with the motor at a limit of 1.2 amps will 

not overload it: 

 
1.2 amps / 0.005859375 = DAC setting of 204.8 or 205  
 
 
This is well beyond the power setting of 100 used for the z axis. The rest of the settings 

used were E400, B200, S4. The S setting needs to be at 4 or higher for the Z axis to 

move. The acceleration/deceleration calculations are; 

 
AD = Acceleration/Deceleration = E-B = 320-300 = 20 
SS = Slope Steps = (AD)/S = 20/4 = 5 
TADS = Total Acceleration/Deceleration Steps = SS*2 = 10 
 
It will take the motor 5 steps to get up to speed so the motor will not get up to speed 

when moving less than 10 steps because it needs time to decelerate as well. See 

Appendix A Simple Step Microcontroller Information and wiring for more details. 

 

The whole program to move the axis to take the time-lapse photographs with the 

prism embryo holder is in Appendix C. With the prism holder removed more light is 

available for the pictures on both top and bottom microscopes so images should also 

be taken from just the top and bottom of the embryo without the prism holder to see if 

there is a difference in the resolution of the images. 
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3.9 Microscope Stage X-Y Axis 
 
The microscope stage is from a used Zeiss Universal microscope and consists of a 

mounting bracket that mounts onto the z or vertical axis and an x-y axis stage.  The 

x direction slides front to back and is made of metal. The y direction portion is a 

metal slide with a piece of Plexiglas attached to it. Two eight-wire steppers are 

attached to a gearbox, which then moves the stage by way of a rack and pinion. The 

gear ratio in the gearbox is approximately 1:200 achieved with a pinion gear on the 

motor, five large middle gears, a pinion, and then a rack on the stage (Figure 3.9-1 

(a)). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.9-1: Motor setup for X-Y stage. (a) Old motor and gearing for Y axis the X 
axis is similar but with the pinion gear at a different level. (b) New motor with most 
of the gears removed for X axis the Y axis is similar except for the position of the 
pinion gear. 
 
The old stepper motors (vintage 1960s) were eight wire stepper motors with a small 

pinion gear attached to the shaft. The motors were tried using the upper half of the 

two coils in half copper mode. The lower part of the y axis motor was open circuited. 

 

(a) (b) 
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The wiring was done in this way because the microcontroller only handles four wire 

bipolar steppers with a maximum current of 1.5 amps. Connecting the motor coils in 

parallel drew more than 1.2 amperes of current as measured on a Lambda power 

supply current limited to 1.2 amperes. 

 

The gearbox needed oiling and the x-axis motor gearbox needed aligning as the 

pinion gears on both the motor and the outside rack caused the gearing to bind so that 

the motor could not turn. Plastic shimming was placed between the motor mount and 

the stage so that the final pinion gear did not bind. 

 

The old stepper motors did not perform well as they frequently burped (missed a step) 

and went in the wrong direction even after the holding torque and power to the 

motors was increased. The y axis motor accidentally reset the entire board. This was 

detected by the response line on the computer, which gave a command return of h. A 

command return of h means that the board reset itself. Due to these difficulties, the 

old motors were replaced by two small bipolar steppers (Figure 3.9-1 (b)). The small 

NEMA 14, x and y axis motors were S-inch S9114M-S10 Bipolar 3.2 VDC, 0.35 amp 

stepper motors with a 1.8o step angle (see Appendix A). They were too small for the 

job and bounced off of the limit switches. The advantage of using the small motors is 

that they will stall out and not break the fiber-optic lighting that is underneath the x-y 

stage. Another motor, the S9114M-S16 stepper, which has 4.8 VDC and 1.0 amp 

ratings, is more a suitable choice for the final configuration of the system. The 

advantage of the S16 is that it has the same footprint as the smaller S10 motors and 
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no further machining needed to be done to retrofit the larger motors. The motors 

move approximately 9 mm in 90 steps, which is a coarser movement than the z axis 

movement due to the less precise motor movement (1.8o step angle) and coarser 

mechanical movement of the stage. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.9-2: The x,y stage Zeiss with bottom fiber-optics attached. (a) Top of the 
stage, the plexiglass sheet is the Y axis. (b) Bottom of the stage showing the 
placement of the motors and fiber optic-cables. 
 
The plexiglass y stage was machined and attached to the metal y movement slider on 

the stage (Figure 3.9-2). 

 

The home and limit switches for the x and y axis were attached to a holder made from 

grey UPVC plastic 40 x 19 mm. Holes were drilled for mounting either the limit 

switch or home sensor so that they were interchangeable (Figure 3.9-3). The limit 

switch needs an additional metal angle piece with a hole for the limit switch on one 

side and two holes to mount the whole assembly. An additional piece of grey UPVC 

plastic was glued at right angles to the back of the holder to protect the Home sensor 

wire (Figure 3.9-3). The y axis mounting had to be shortened because of the shorter 

movement length in the y direction.  

 
(a) 

 

(b) 
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Figure 3.9-3: Limit and home mounting. (a) The limit switch has an additional small 
metal bracket to hold it in place. The home sensor, which is attached to the wiring 
harness is mounted on the UPVC mounting with screws. (b) The whole assembly 
detached from the stage. The wiring for the Home sensor is held with an additional 
piece of UPVC to prevent damage to the connections. 
 
Evaluation of the x and y axis movement was done by observing the images of a fake 

embryo in several loops of the program. The movement in the x and y axis are not as 

critical as those in the Z axis since all that is required is that the whole embryo has to 

be within the picture frame. The embryo appeared to move to the same position for 

each run. Further evaluation of the X and Y movement could be accomplished by 

using image subtraction for the same position for several program loops. 

 
 
3.10 Z axis for the microscope stage 
 
The z axis or vertical movement needs to be precise as it is sandwiched between two 

microscopes and needs to move 0.25 mm for each infoucs plane, accurate to 0.01 

mm, to get in-focus views of the 2 mm eggs. An older homebuilt unit had too much 

mechanical play to be accurate so a new linear Z axis was needed. The vertical 

movement axis was chosen because it was designed to work with Allegro motor 

drivers which are on the Simple Step ssxyzMicro board. The linear drive is capable of 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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moving 5 kg, which is greater than the seven pound stage (Figure 3.10-1). The lead 

screw accuracy is 0.0001 mm/mm which will work well with the + 0.01 mm accuracy 

needed. The z axis is a Danaher Motion KV140 Ultra-Compact Positioner demo unit 

with a unipolar Oriental Motor VEXTA Pk245M-01BA. The motor was wired in full 

copper mode, with no centre taps attached, for more torque output. The motor ratings 

are 4 VDC, 1.2 amps/phase, 0.8o/step (Appendix A). The motor moves 1.1 cm in 

4710 steps or one step moves 0.0023 mm.  For a 0.5 mm move we need 418.2 steps, 

so approximately 418 steps as the step number needs to be an integer value.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Placement for top mechanical stops 

Optional limit switch holder 

Stage attachment plate 

Bottom mechanical stops 

Hall sensors (not final position) 

Threaded movement shaft 

Stepper motor 

Wire hold downs 

Figure 3.10-1: The z axis stage holder and linear movement drive. 
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Trials of the programming and axis movement were done using a plastic eye-dropper 

in place of the top microscope objective and a 5 mm thick piece of flattened 

plasticine. The bottom microscope distance was not as critical as the top microscope 

because its focal distance to the stage was 7 cm. A hard stop was placed in the way of 

Z axis movement beyond the limit switch, on the top of the travel to prevent the stage 

from running into the top microscope. A similar hard stop was placed on the bottom 

of the Z axis movement beyond the home position, to protect the bottom microscope. 

 

The electrical setup for the Z axis was changed from home and limit switches to Hall 

sensors for greater accuracy. It was found that there was not enough current to run 

two Hall sensors out of the normal supply that ran the home sensors as it was current 

limited. A separate supply was set up using a 24 VDC to 5 VDC voltage regulator. 

 
Evaluation of the movement of the Z axis was done by marking the side of the linear 

stage. The Z axis appeared to move to the same positions for each loop of the 

program. Further evaluation of the movement could be accomplished by placing a 

3mm square of fine grid material such as a high quality filter or electron microscope 

grid in the prism holder chamber where the egg normally is placed. The in focus areas 

could then be observed and images from several runs could be compared by image 

subtraction. 
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3.11 Lights 
 
A standard rule in photography is the more light the better the picture. The holder for 

the embryo allows very little light due to the mirrored sides and the top microscope’s 

short working distance. To partially alleviate this problem ring lights with fiber optic 

attachments were made. The lights used were bright white LEDs attached in a ring of 

12 lights with 3 parallel circuits of 4 lights and one, 470 ohm resistor so that it could 

run off of 24 VDC from the microcontroller (see appendix A). All of the LEDs were 

shrink wrapped and then coated with liquid electrical tape to make them water 

resistant. Two ring lights were made and the circuit board was designed and milled by 

Nuclear Electronics, Cancer Care Manitoba. The copper circuit boards were also 

coated with liquid electrical tape, four of the LEDs on one board and six on the other 

were soldered onto long wires so that they could reach the fiber-optics. These LEDs 

were in turn attached to fiber-optic holders made from shrink-wrap and filled with 

acrylic fiber-optic filaments from a fiber-optic Christmas ornament for the top 

microscope. The fibers were then attached to the top microscope objective lens with 

an acrylic ring drilled at a 45o angle so that the fibers exit the ring and direct the light 

toward the top of the embryo  (Figures 3.11-1 and 3.11-2). The bottom microscope 

light holder was machined out of clear acrylic at an angle so that the light could get 

between the prisms in the prism holder (Figures 3.11-1 and 3.11-3). The fiber optic 

lighting partially alleviated the problem of light being blocked by the prisms in the 

embryo holder. The bottom microscope light fibers are made with optical fiber from 

Omron, 2 mm in diameter. The fiber was cut using an Omron E39-F4 cutting tool. 
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Figure 3.11-1: Light set up for microscopes; upper ring light providing the LEDs for 
the fiber optics in the top and bottom microscopes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.11-2:Top microscope optical fibers were acrylic fibers from a fiber optic 
Christmas ornament.  
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Figure 3.11-3: Bottom fiber optic lights made from Omron fiber optic cable: (a) 
bottom view (b) top view close up. 
 
The LEDs can be turned on and off with the microcontroller commands or can be 

powered separately by an external supply and left on for the duration of the 

experiment. The maximum draw for the LEDs is 20 ma (mili amperes) and voltage is 

3.6 V typical, therefore typical resistance per LED is 180 ohms. Each leg of the 

circuit is (4 x 180) + 470 = 1190 W the input impedance for the three parallel legs is 

397 W which gives a current I = 24 VDC/397 W = 0.06 amps or 60 ma. Each leg 

therefore gets 20 ma which is the correct current for the LEDs. Circuit diagrams for 

the LED ring light are available in Appendix A. 

 
Illumination for the bottom microscope was also accomplished by placing bright 

white LED lights in the right eyepiece of the bottom microscope. The four lights used 

were in a holder that formed a square pattern and were run from 12 VDC. Both 

methods were needed to get enough light into the prism holder area. 
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3.12 Cameras 
 
Camera requirements are as follows: 
 

• Larger than “one inch diagonal” CCD or CMOS photo chip 
• Remote control trigger 
• Removable lens with T-mount adapter 
• 120 VAC adapter 
• Live View so that the initial position of the stage can be arranged 
• Capable of downloading images into the computer as the pictures are 

taken 
• Smaller than 8 µm pixel size 
• TIFF and RAW image format 

 
Camera specifications are restricted by the need to get 5 - 8 mm resolution for cell 

size and to include the whole embryo in one picture. An embryo is approximately 2 

mm in diameter and changes a small amount over early development to 2.1 mm 

[Bord89]. Magnifying the image with the microscope produces an image of 8.4 mm 

and therefore the CCD or CMOS chip has to be at least 8.4 x 8.4 mm as there is no 

image size adjustment for the top microscope. This measurement requires a CCD size 

of one inch diameter as its smallest side is 9.6 mm. A 2/3” diameter standard CCD 

will not work as its smallest side is 6.6 mm. The cameras chosen have CMOS chip 

sizes of 15 mm x 23 mm (4/3 inch), which give a 15 mm by 15 mm area for the round 

embryo pictures. The 7.5 Mega pixel camera then has an effective picture area of 4.3 

Mega pixels on the circular image of the egg. 

 

The CMOS chip in the camera is 7.5 megapixels with 3136 x 2352 pixels or 17.3 mm 

x 13.0 mm chip size (see Olympus E-330 specifications Appendix A) so the egg will 

be photographed using 3136 x 2352 pixel resolution. The egg magnified 4x is only 8 

mm x 8 mm projected size. The pixel size is 5.5 mm so 11 mm resolution can be 
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achieved. The image is enlarged 4x so that the size of the image resolution is 2.75 

mm. The resolution is therefore limited by the camera pixel size in this case because 

the top microscope resolution is approximately 0.5 mm or less (see Section 3.1 

optics). For a camera to have 0.5 mm resolution the pixels in the image would have to 

be 10x smaller or 100x more numerous and then the image could be enlarged to fit 

the sensor. The actual image area needs to be square or a circle as the object to be 

photographed is approximately spherical. This leads to the conclusion that a 50 Mega 

pixel camera would be just right for this project. 

 
Cell size can range from 2 mm to 15 mm on the surface of the developing neural plate 

[Jaco76]. The size of pixel needs to be 4 mm standard size or smaller to get the 8 mm 

resolution on the CCD or CMOS surface needed. Three times the pixel size is often 

given as a rough estimate of the resolution for digital cameras [Davi05]. The cameras 

will not get a clear view of the cells at this resolution but do get an indication of the 

cell outline. Cellular resolution has been achieved with the microscopes (see Figure 

3-2). 

 
The cameras chosen for the project are 7.5 Mega pixel E-330 Olympus cameras that 

download pictures directly into a computer and have live viewing (see camera 

specifications in Appendix A). The 5.5 mm CMOS chips for the camera are 

theoretically capable of 11 mm resolution. When the image is enlarged with a 4x 

microscope objective 11/4 gives a resolution of the enlarged object at 2.75 mm. One 

method of determining whether cellular resolution has been achieved is to zoom in on 

the digital pictures to see if there is the characteristic, rhombohedra sided, structures 
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of cells in tissues. The cells in tissue are naturally polyhedral in form and are usually 

physically polarized [Bray92; Zahi04]. The most common shape is a 14-hedron 

[Bray92]; therefore slices of cellular structure or cells on the surface of tissue have a 

polyhedron shape. Thus one way of determining if cellular resolution has been 

achieved is if there is a polyhedron patterning. The polyhedrons will not be a regular 

shape in many tissues as cells normally have a physical polarity. If cells loose this 

polarization they will usually undergo apoptosis or programmed cell death. 

 
The E-330 Olympus camera is capable of live viewing so that the stage can be set in 

the correct position for infocus imaging. The camera has a one and one quarter inch 

diagonal profile on its CMOS chip. Only part of the chip will be used to take the 

image of the spherical embryo because the chip is rectangular and the area needed for 

the embryo is square. The area used will be 2500x2500 pixels which is 5 Megapixels. 

 

Several modifications were needed for the cameras. The remote control is a battery 

operated wireless circuit with pushbutton operation. In order to make it a wired 

remote that runs off of 24 VDC (volts direct current), wires were soldered on either 

side of the circuit for the on switch Figure 3-12-1. The wires were then run to a 

24 VDC relay, which were then wired to outputs on the board.  
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Figure 3.12-1:  Wiring on the RM-1 remote controls. (a) Wires were added to the 
push button position on the remote control for the camera. (b) The remote was 
mounted 180o to the sensor on the camera as this was the position that worked. The 
remote was held in place with Velcro on a camera mounting bracket.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.12-2: Camera remote apparatus. (a) Camera bracket for mounting the 
remote control. (b) Relays from the microcontroller to operate the remote. 
 
To run the remote, Idec relays in normally open (NO) configuration were hooked up 

to the microcontroller on one side and the camera remotes on the other. The remote 

then operates off of its 3 volt battery (Micro Lithium cell Maxell CR2025-3V). The 

Idec relays were mounted on the side of the Z axis for easy access and for hookup to 

the wiring harness (Figure 3.12-2). 
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Another modification was made to change the camera batteries into a 120 VAC 

powered supply. The modification was made by Precision Camera Ltd. (Winnipeg). 

They replaced the battery with a battery charger system. This allows the camera to be 

run with batteries or by plugging the camera into a 120 VAC outlet (Figure 3.12-3).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.12-3: Fake battery inside circuit and external battery charger used to hold 
the battery while the whole assembly is plugged into a 120 VAC outlet. This is an 
Olympus camera AC adapter kit. 
 
Precision Camera also modified the lens adapter so that it would take a T-mount. The 

adapters were as follows: a digital to SLR adapter, an Olympus SLR to T-mount, then 

a T-mount to C-mount, which fit onto the microscope. The T-mount to C-mount 

adapters were machined out of aluminum by the Medical Devices Shop in Cancer 

Care Manitoba. The modifications were similar to those described by Clarke 

[Clar06]. See Appendix A for photos and diagrams. 

 

The cameras were both set the same using TIFF files for the images. TIFF format was 

chosen because it is lossless image format and can be worked with directly using 

Matlab and ImageJ (http://rsb.info.nih.gov//ij/). The cameras were set to manual 

focusing and P, for automatic aperture and shutter speed. The metering in the camera 
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was set to center weighted averaging so that the exposure time was set by the light 

level in the center of the embryo. The camera live view was used for set up to check 

the positions of the axes before doing a time-lapse run. The images from the camera 

were handled by attaching the cameras to a PC – USB2 connector and downloading 

the images from the camera storage chip directly into the computer. The software 

used was Olympus Studio, which can also manually control the camera settings. 

 
3.13 Digital Storage 
 
The amount of digital storage needed was determined by the number and size of 

pictures taken. The images will be stored without compression initially to see which 

compression scheme does not reduce the image resolution. Since the useful embryo 

image portion of the pictures are at least 4 Mega pixels each the file sizes are large. 

The files were stored as TIFF files for lossless storage and compression. ImageJ, 

Matlab, and other programs easily handle TIFF file format. Each side of the embryo 

is photographed in three in focus views which can later be combined with a program 

such as imageJ from NIH or in Matlab to produce a totally in focus picture. If 6 x 3 = 

18 photographs, at 7.5 Mega pixels each with a bit depth of 10 every minute for 80 

hours makes the approximate storage needed per embryo of 162 Gigabytes. The 

camera takes 8 bit TIFF files and 12 bit RAW files therefore the 10 bit depth is an 

average value. 

 

3.14 Whole microscope setup 

The whole system was wired together using screw connectors or Mar connectors from 

the wire harness to the peripherals on the microscope (Figure 3.14-1). 
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Figure 3.14-1: Whole microscope setup. 
 
 
The wires to the motors were connected using Mar Connectors and by soldering the 

wires together. This gave sufficient strain relief to keep the small wires from breaking 

off of the #18 gauge wire in the motor wiring harness. The sensors and relays were 

connected by small screw down connectors or solder. Three motor harnesses connect 

the microscope sensors and motors to the controller box. The motor harnesses were 

made using the Simple Step manual instructions by Priority Electronics. 
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4. Image Processing 
 
In focus views [Gord83] of all sides of the embryo will be calculated [Wall85; 

Fors04; Shoa04; Antu05]  and reconstructed into a 3D rendered animation of early 

stage development [Tsan02]. The resolution of the cells becomes distorted and less 

refined on the outer edge of the circles [Tysz05]. The view from all sides needs to be 

combined so that the best image of all points on the embryo can be displayed 

[Tsan02]. The images can then be combined into a time-lapse animation and cells can 

be tracked over the surface. Pattern recognition software will be needed to track cells. 

The 3D data could then be used for numerous studies, including: a) the correlation 

between differentiation waves and cell division; b) development of strain maps of the 

whole surface, by measuring great circle distances between cells versus time; c) 

drifting apart of daughter cells; d) cell shape and orientation; e) by placing one cell in 

the middle of the image, generation of  “one cell’s view” of embryonic development. 

Because the system is an open, inverted microscope configuration, 

micromanipulation of the top surface of the embryo by probes, cytoskeletal inhibitors, 

etc., could also be carried out, with the consequences followed by time-lapse. 

 

ImageJ can be used to do most of the image processing as it has programming to deal 

with microscope images. Processes such as lining up images, z stacking them, 

adjusting the size of the images in the stack, and in focus image calculation are 

available online from NIH (National Institute of Health) for no charge. ImageJ can 

also be used with Matlab [Sage06]. The ImageJ version used was from the Wright 

Cell Imaging Facility. Measurement of surface structures on the spherical embryo can 
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be made using adjustments for flat pictures taken of a sphere [Tysz05]. 

 
The images taken with the microscope are on the dark side for the bottom microscope 

due to the prisms, which enclose the egg. There is enough light for the top 

microscope pictures due to the fiber optic lighting but this does not give enough light 

to the bottom images. Some lighting was also provided through the microscope 

optics. The lighting was still not optimal and therefore enhancement of the images is 

necessary to obtain a sharper view of the bottom and sides of the egg. A new design, 

without prisms would allow for optimal lighting conditions as seen in the alternative 

design section. 

 

The images are also taken at several depths of field and need to be combined into one 

composite, in focus view for each side of the egg [Piep83]. 

 
 
 
4.1 Enhancing the images 
 
Several methods can be used to enhance images that are too dark. One is to use 

contrast and brightness adjustments and another is to use histogram equalization. The 

following are views of an egg taken through one of the side prisms. The egg is a 

damaged egg and is viewed without any gel and is therefore crowded toward one side 

of the embryo holder. It serves as a sample image as it is a “worst case” scenario for 

lighting. 
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Figure 4.1-1: Comparison of techniques to enhance the image: (a) original image (b) 
adaptive histogram equalization using matlab on the original image (c) histogram 
equalization using matlab (d) contrast and brightness correction using Photoshop  
 
For Figure 4.1-1 the image in (b) has more detail, the image in (c) is washed out and 

the image in (d) shows the contour of the embryo better due to highlighting it appears 

round. 

 
 
 
 

  
(c) 

 

(d) 
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4.2 Comparison of histograms 
 
The histogram of an image is the probability or number of pixels that are at a certain 

grey level. To enhance an image histogram, equalization or stretching is often 

implemented. Histogram equalization spreads the grey levels in an image out so that 

they are not all clumped at one small range of grey levels. This gives the image more 

contrast. Adaptive histogram equalization limits the level of contrast enhancement in 

an image so that areas do not become over saturated. This is accomplished by 

adjusting the histogram of portions of the image instead of the whole image at once. 

Using histogram equalization without the adaptive regional enhancement creates a 

grainy image. 

 

The equation for the discrete grey values in a histogram is; 

pr(rk)  * nk/n       0 < rk < 1  and  k = 0, 1, …. , L - 1 
 
 
where 
L : number of levels 
pr(rk) : the probability of the kth gray level 
nk :  number of times this level appears in the image 
n : total number of pixels 
 
[Gonz04] 
 
For programming see Matlab programming in Appendix C and images produced by 

the program in Appendix D. 
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Figure 4.2-1: Histograms of the “side81” image: (a) original red histogram; (b) 
adaptive histogram equalization (c) original image histogram equalization  
 
The image equalization spreads the grey levels out too much and the adaptive 

histogram enhances the image the best (Figure 4.2-1). 

 

4.3 Other techniques to enhance the images 
 
Laplacian unsharp masking was tried to see if the image could be improved using a 

high pass filtering technique to make the edges in the image sharper. Unsharp 

masking which is a low pass filtering technique should remove the graduation in 

 
(c) 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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lighting  and remove shadows in the image. This method will find the sharpest-largest 

change in contrast [Gonz04]. The image was not improved by the technique even 

after adaptive histogram equalization.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3-1: Unsharp masking to find the sharpest change in contrast in an image 
and remove slow changes due to uneven lighting (a) unsharp mask size alpha =1 (b) 
unsharp mask after adaptive histogram equalization size alpha =1 
 

For microscope images with uneven lighting the image can be adjusted so that the 

lighting is equalized using low pass filtering, this is called background correction or 

flat fielding.  The image is low pass filtered and then the original image is divided by 

the filtered image giving an even lighting effect. The technique uses a low pass filter 

to blur the image and then subtract or divide the weighted blurred image from the 

original image.  In the weighted low pass filtered image all the 0 values in the image 

are replaced by 1 so that there will be no divisions by zero values [Seul05]. This 

method produced an almost featureless image. Further investigation into methods of 

flat fielding is warranted. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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4.4 Image registration technique  
 
The image registration technique used in this thesis is from ImageJ, an open source 

imaging software sponsored by the National Institute of Health (NIH). ImageJ has 

several methods of registering images in the plugins under align slices menue. The 

advantage of the ImageJ registration algorithms is that they are automatic. The 

program takes a z stack of images and aligns them without user input. The two 

algorithms needed for aligning the microscope images are the “Rotate and Size” and 

“Translation”. The “Rotate and Size” algorithm is needed to adjust the image size 

because the image planes are taken so that depth of focus can be achieved at varying 

distances from the lens. When photographing a specimen under a microscope the size 

of the specimen will change slightly when the lens is nearer to it. There is often 

vibration from the apparatus that will change the orientation of the specimen slightly. 

The size rotation and translation features are necessary for adjusting the image 

registration. The translation algorithm appears to be necessary because of slight 

movements of the egg during the whole process, partly due to the water-immersion 

lens disturbing the embryo holder area slightly as it moves down to take the different 

image planes. The only drawbacks to the algorithms are that they are slow for large 6 

megapixel images and they sometimes “cheat”. The “cheating” consists of the 

algorithm changing the stack of images into the same image. This can be readily 

checked by un-stacking the images and comparing them to each other. Hopefully this 

bug in the computer code will be fixed sometime soon.  
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The algorithm compares image intensity and uses a pyramid scheme to do the 

iterative calculations where the coarser resolution is used in the iteration first and 

when the calculations converge, the finer resolutions are substituted in. This saves 

computing time and makes the algorithm accurate [Thév98]. The registration is based 

on a least-squares criterion, which integrates the square difference of the intensity 

values. Since this is a pixel based algorithm, no landmarks are needed and it is 

therefore automatic [Thév98]. The images are converted to grey scale at the start of 

the algorithm. Given the volume of data in this project, the algorithms for processing 

the data including the image registration need to be automatic. 

 
 
4.5 Depth of the image 
 
The images are taken at three depths of field. In microscopy the depth of field is 

shortened due to high magnification. The depth of field is related to the numerical 

aperture (NA) of the lens or microscope objective. The depth of focus for 1.4 NA is 

given as approximately 0.4 mm [Gold00]. This is beyond the resolution of the camera, 

which is 5.5 mm x 2 = 11 mm , with a magnification of 4x the smallest resolution is 

about 2.2 mm. 

 

In the images taken with the optics in the experiment, the slices are approximately 

300 mm for the top microscope in three focal planes, to give a one mm depth. These 

appear to give a reasonable in focus image for the purposes of tracking cells. The 

more complicated shape of neural tube closure could perhaps use four or six pictures 

at varying depths for a better in focus view. 
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Most image depth extension or image fusion algorithms, calculate which pixels are in 

focus from a z stack series of registered images of the same scene or object. The 

algorithm chooses the most in focus of all the pixels in a series of photographs and 

then places them in the final image. The final image has pixels taken from the original 

images and not distorted by filtering or other processing, although some of the 

algorithms put the final result through a median filter to smooth the result as shown in 

Figure 4.5-1. This filtering technique for the complex wavelet technique in ImageJ is 

the same filtering that would occur using a larger matrix of pixels, so is an inherent 

part the technique. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5-1: Fused image made from two images of a stage 10.75 axolotl egg.  
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Fused images were made of several sample images of axolotl eggs using three of the 

image fusion techniques. The images were combined using Image J wavelet functions 

[Fors04] and Matlab using both wavelet toolbox and a new technique developed at 

the University of Manitoba [Antu05, Shoa04]. Image registration was done using 

ImageJ as it is an automated technique that works with the z stack of images to align 

them [Thév98]. 

 
4.6 Image fusion techniques 
 
4.6.1 Variance image fusion 
 
Various methods to obtain in focus images from several depth images have been 

used. One elegantly simple algorithm called the variance method uses a 3x3 array to 

calculate the sharpness of each pixel. The sharpness index of the pixel is then 

compared to the current one in a composite image and if the pixel is “sharper” it is 

placed into the composite image. The image is then smoothed several times by a 

median filter until the image is no longer changed by the filtering [Gold00]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.6-1: Diagram of a variance 3x3 pixel mask. The sharpness of the pixel in 
grey is measured by a subtraction of the pixels around it. 
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The sharpness index = abs [0.5√2 ((5-1) + (5-3) + (5-7) + (5-9)) + (5-2) + (5-4) + (5-

6) + (5-8)]. This formula weights the diagonals at less than adjacent pixels Figure 4.6-

1 [Gold00].  

 
4.6.2 Wavelet image fusion 
 
Another method uses wavelet calculations to create in focus composite images 

[Fors04]. The technique uses complex wavelet transforms, calculating the areas of the 

image with the most high-frequency components, which occurs when the image is in 

focus. This calculation produces wavelet coefficients for all areas of the image. The 

areas with large coefficients are in focus areas. The type of complex wavelet 

calculation used is Daubechies wavelet bases, which use complex low and high pass 

filters. Complex valued coefficients Cj are calculated for all slices in a stack Figure 

4.6-1. The absolute value of the coefficients is used to select pixels from the stack 

that are the most in focus and incorporates them into a final image. 

 

This algorithm is incorporated into ImageJ and works well for registered or aligned 

images of the same size or magnification. The program also changes the images from 

RGB to gray scale using a weighting technique that ensures that the dominant color is 

weighted the most. This is a good strategy for fluorescent images that often have a 

predominant color frequency. This feature will be useful in future studies of the eggs 

where fluorescent tracking of calcium ions and proteins may be done. There are 

algorithms incorporated into ImageJ that register and resize images. The complex 

wavelet algorithm is best for opaque specimens and since axolotl eggs are opaque this 

is an ideal technique. 
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Figure 4.6-2: Image fusion schematic. The image is decomposed with a low-pass 
filter h and a high-pass filter g and then sub-sampled in an iterative process (wavelet 
decomposition). The coefficient matrix c is complex-valued and contains coarse (low-
pass filtered) and detailed (high-pass filtered) information. The algorithm selects the 
pixels with the most detailed information or highest c values as they are the most in 
focus. Then the algorithm reconstructs the image using the selected c values by up-
sampling and filtering [Fors04]. 
 
The areas of the image that are in focus contain more high frequency components and 

therefore have more c values from the high pass filtering Figure 4.6-2. 

 

Experiments were carried out by Forster et al. [Fors04] to check the signal to noise 

ratio of the complex wavelet algorithm with other depth of field techniques. Artificial 

z stacks to simulate multiple images were created using Brodatz textures and a tissue 

sample. The Variance method, Spline 3 method (real wavelet) and the Complex 

Daubechies 6 (complex wavelet) methods were compared. The complex wavelet 
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method worked the best followed by the real wavelet method and the worst was the 

variance method [Fors04]. These algorithms can be implemented in Matlab or 

ImageJ. Various other wavelet algorithms have been developed [Jian04]. 

 
 
4.6.3 Edge detection image fusion 
 
Another way to detect in focus criteria is if there are sharp edges in the image. This 

idea can use the slope or derivative of the image to tell whether the area of the image 

is in focus or not. The steeper the slope the more in focus the image in that area of the 

total image being evaluated. The out of focus areas will have more gradual slopes 

[Antu05; Shoa04; Wall 85]. 

 

In this work three image layers need to be combined for an in focus view. This was 

accomplished using ImageJ wavelet functions and Matlab using both wavelet toolbox 

and a new technique developed at the University of Manitoba [Antu05, Shoa04]. In 

focus regions are detected with thresholding [Antu05]. 

 

The following images show the variance, real wavelet and complex wavelet methods 

of fusing the microscopic image fusion algorithm Figures 4.6-3 and 4.6-4. Two 

stacked images at stage 10.75 and four stacked images at neural tube closure stage 16 

were taken without the prisms so that more light is available. The images were 

registered using the pyramid image registration technique described previously 

[Thév98] using the ImageJ plugins rigid body, translation, rotation and resize. The 
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variance method looks the worst and there is not that much difference in the images 

using the wavelet techniques. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Original image middle in focus 

 
Original image edge in focus 

 
Registered image middle in focus 

 
Registered image edge in focus 

 
Real wavelet fusion BW32bit 

 
Complex wavelet image fusion 

Figure 4.6-3: Depth of field images of stage 10 egg. 
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Figure 4.6-4 (a): Four z stacked images of NTC stage 16 salamander eggs 
 

 

Figure 4.6-4 (b): Output of image fusion technique 
for NTC using 4 images in a stack. Real wavelet 
technique. 
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4.7 Algorithm comparison 
 
There are several ways to compare images produced by image fusion techniques. 

Often the quality of the image and the type of process used to create a composite 

fused image depends upon the application. The application needed for this thesis is 

simply one of combining in focus areas from a z stack to make one in focus image. 

One method just observes the results to see which method works best. Another 

method is to get a qualitative comparison by creating a “ground truth” image by 

manually cutting and pasting in focus areas. It is then compared with the images 

created by different algorithms [Hill05]. One type of algorithm is based on the mean 

square error for the two images and another is the signal to noise ratio (SNR) 

measurement. 

  

Other numerical techniques of estimating which image fusion algorithm works best 

are the signal to noise ratio (SNR), qualitative, mean square error (MSE) and entropy 

of images [Fors04; Vald01; Hill05]. A simpler method uses the gradient of the image 

and then thresholds the result. This technique was used successfully by Antunes and 

Trachtenberg [Antu05]. This method can be used to evaluate the combined in focus 

images using the three different techniques. Another simple visual method to evaluate 

the effectiveness of the fusion algorithms is to subtract the fused images from the 

original images to see what differences there are. The areas selected by the algorithm 

for the final image will subtract out. Finding the difference between two algorithms 

can also be checked using subtraction of images. 
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The visual difference between the two types of fusion is apparent. There is no 

appearance of the in focus part of the image with the complex wavelet fusion 

subtraction but there is in the variance wavelet fusion. Subtraction of images 

produced using real wavelet fusion and complex wavelet fusion show little difference 

Figure 4.7-1: The subtracted differences between images enhanced by taking 
the log of each image. 

Difference between complex wavelet 
fusion and original image with the 
middle in focus 

 
Difference between complex wavelet 
fusion and original image with the 
edge in focus 

 

Difference between variance fusion 
using a size 3 matrix and image 
with the middle in focus. 

 
Difference between variance 
fusion using a size 3 matrix and 
image with edge in focus 
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in the area of the egg surface and therefore faster real wavelet fusion could be used to 

process the images.  

 

Evaluation of some of the techniques on image slices of 20 micrometers or less have 

been carried out by Valdecasasa et al. [Vlad01]. The image slices for the egg are in 

the range of 0.3 mm or 300 micrometers. The objective for the egg slices is a 4x 

objective and depth of in focus images is approximately 200 micrometers (see Optics 

Section in Apparatus). The depth of field for a 4x objective cannot be calculated with 

the standard formula for microscope objectives of higher power as the formula does 

not extend to low power objectives [Spec05]. 

 

The technique of convolving the image by its point spread function was not used as it 

is mainly a fluorescent microscopy technique for eliminating blurred out of focus 

fluorescence. 

 
4.8 Test targets modulate transfer function MTF 
 
The modulated transfer function is a measure of the resolution of an optic system. To 

check the resolution of our microscope camera set up, this function needs to be 

calculated. Images of test patterns need to be evaluated to accomplish this. The test 

pattern that the lab uses is a UFAF-51 bar test pattern Figure 4.8-1. With a digital 

camera the test pattern should be implemented at the angle of the pixels in the camera 

and then at a rotation of 45o so that aliasing problems can be calculated. Other test 

patterns could be used as well to check aliasing and directional resolution [Brav06]. 
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Figure 4.8-1: USAF-51 target with graph of extracted profile [Bake00]. Public 
domain  document 
 
The value of the height of the profile is evaluated and the amount of attenuation that 

is acceptable determines the resolution limits: 

 

The Modulation =  m =
Smax - Smin

Smax + Smin
 

 

 
Smax = IMax - IBackground

Smin = IMin - IBackground

 

 
 

Other types of targets are useful in determining aliasing or Morié pattern interference 

in digital cameras. A graduated sine pattern can be used to check for aliasing in 

digital camera pictures and should be used as well as the USAF target. 

 
 

 

[Bake00] 
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5. Discussion  
 
 
5.1 Conclusions  
 
Biologists have taken a huge leap in the past few decades to try to understand the 

“molecular basis” of embryogenesis. This has led to a tremendous literature on 

molecular developmental genetics. However, an embryo is a physical object and 

changes in time and space and is therefore also subject to the laws of physics. 

Investigation linking the physics and the molecular biology of embryos has barely 

begun [Belo06]. Anyone undertaking such research rapidly finds that there is little or 

no data to support the quantitative requirements for embryo physics. We need to 

know where and when cells are formed during cell division of previously existing 

cells, and where and when some of them turn into new kinds of cells. Therefore 

various techniques need to be developed to track cells and embryos and measure the 

physical forces that they are subject to and that they exert on other cells. It has been 

proven that such forces cause changes in cell gene expression [Ingb06]. Toward this 

goal I have developed a robotic instrument capable of recording the positions and 

surface shapes of all of the cells on the exterior surface of a live developing axolotl 

embryo. Most of the major events of early axolotl embryogenesis appear to occur on 

the surface [Nieu85], through to the early development of the brain, this instrument 

could make major contributions toward understanding embryogenesis. 
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5.1.1 Engineering problems 
 
A number of engineering problems had to be solved to build this device.  The 

following is an overview of the problems solved in this thesis. 

 

The basic problem is how to view all sides of a living 2 mm ball in time-lapse. 

Several methods were considered including using six cameras, using movable 

cameras or moving the embryo, and using methods of image stitching to cover the 

whole surface of the embryo with close up views combined to get a complete picture. 

If the technology were available six small cameras mounted in a box formation 

around the embryos might work well, but small digital cameras do not have the 

resolution of 5 megapixels or more needed for cellular resolution. A camera that gives 

cellular resolution but does not cover the whole of the embryo requires stitching and 

alignment of the photographs. This technique has been developed [Brod00] and it 

involves a lot of image manipulation and processing. This makes the process time 

consuming and photographing time-lapse creates a large data set in the first place so 

the processing time could be prohibitive.  

 

Using prisms to get a six-sided view of the egg/embryo in time-lapse appeared to be a 

solution that offered an easy method to see the entire embryo. The drawbacks to the 

technique are that the prisms create a small 3 mm cavity without much light or water 

circulation. The embryo needs to stay in the cavity and be viewed through water from 

the top and bottom. To view the embryo properly through the prism the embryo has to 

be held in the middle of the cavity so that it does not move during stage motion. 
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Digital cameras have to be focused on the embryo and they have to be provided with 

enough light to get a cellular resolution picture. The embryos have to be kept alive 

and their rate of development kept as close to normal as possible. This means that the 

temperature and the oxygen getting to the embryo have to be regulated. 

 

The main physical biological problem with the apparatus is how to keep the 2 mm 

egg/embryo in the middle of the cavity so that it does not move and stays alive. 

Several methods of creating an artificial gel to get a 3 mm cube with an embryo in the 

center were tried. An optically clear and water and oxygen permeable substance to 

glue the embryo in place was needed. Several methods were tried, including low 

temperature agarose and gelatin. The agarose was not as clear as desired and the eggs 

had to be placed in the agarose as it was hardening and then either placed in 

containers to make them the right size for the chamber or cut to the right size. The 

gelatin tends to dissolve in water. The answer was to use the embryo’s own gel and 

cut off excess gel so that it fit the chamber. The gel contains polysaccharides and 

naturally sticks to rocks and other objects it touches when laid. It sticks well to the 

prisms in the embryo chamber and does not move and if the gel is cut evenly it stays 

in the middle of the chamber. The gel is permeable to water and oxygen and is a 

natural environment for the egg. Holtfreter’s solution ensures proper osmotic balance. 

Water can be circulated around the chamber so that some oxygen and a change of 

water over the surface occurs. 
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To get cellular level photographs, microscopes with digital cameras of at least 5 

mega-pixels were needed to get the resolution of 10 micrometers. The bottom 

microscope has a camera port; the top microscope was built specifically for the 

project with a camera attachment as an integral part of the design. The top 

microscope is homemade and consists of a microscope objective on a 160 mm tube, 

which is the correct distance for the microscope objective to be in focus. To view the 

embryo several focal planes are needed so the microscope has to move three to five 

times within the 1 mm working distance of the top microscope, which is a distance of 

0.2 mm. While the bottom microscope can be adjusted to see the whole embryo in 

each view (four sides and one bottom), to get cellular resolution the five bottom 

views were photographed separately. 

 

The cameras for the purpose of viewing the whole embryo, in time-lapse at cellular 

resolution, had to be carefully chosen. The cameras have to be capable of cellular 

resolution at low light levels, because the embryo is in a box, surrounded by 4 prisms, 

which block much external illumination. The camera choice was limited to consumer 

models due to the high price range of cameras from microscope manufacturers. The 

cameras needed to have live view so that setup of the microscopes could be 

accomplished and had to be remotely controlled and be capable of running for 80 

hours. The microprocessor had to determine when the images were to be taken as it 

controls the movement of the stage and determines when the stage has stopped 

moving. 
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The whole apparatus needed to be controlled by a computer system so that everything 

from the motors to the camera could work in sequence and continuously loop through 

a routine. The computer control needed to run both a fine movement motor system 

and external camera remotes and perhaps lights. 

 
5.1.2 The design 
 
The design was accomplished by building the microscope around a Simple Step 

microcontroller with stepper motor drivers built into the board. The controller came 

complete with programming for the stepper motor parameters and board input and 

output. Easy access to the board through serial USB connection for programming and 

operation was used. Stepper motors were chosen so that they would fit on the x and y 

stage and operate at less than 1.5 amps per phase, which is the limit of the 

microcontroller drivers. The z axis was chosen because it has a fine linear drive and 

operated with the Allegro drivers on the Simple Step microcontroller. 

 

Holding the embryo in place was accomplished using the egg’s natural gel which 

allows for water and gas exchange. Special holders were made to hold the embryo 

and the prisms and the fluid for the eggs. Consideration for eliminating bubbles was 

made by making sure the top microscope was not removed from the water. Additional 

water circulation can be added to the apparatus to keep the embryo alive, free of 

airborne pathogens, and developing normally. Teratogens or other compounds could 

also be added, as desired. The open dish design permits micromanipulation during 

time-lapse observations, which is especially important given the possibility that 
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classical surgical techniques [Hamb60] may themselves alter embryogenesis, for 

example by generating extra differentiation waves [Gord99].  

 

Olympus E-330 cameras proved capable of delivering cellular level resolution and 

permitted live view for set-up. Alterations to the cameras so that they could operate 

continuously and attach to the microscopes were made. The remote controls for the 

camera were modified with wire through relays so that the microcontroller could 

operate them. Special fiber optic with LED lighting design was made to get light into 

the prism holder, onto the embryo. The LEDs were used as lighting so that they could 

operate continuously for a long period. Image enhancement of the digital pictures of 

the embryo was accomplished through adaptive histogram equalization. The images 

were combined using wavelet techniques to create a depth of field in the images. 

Image comparison, to see which methods worked best, were evaluated using image 

subtraction. 

 

The final design was calibrated by observing the movement positions of fake embryos 

made from plasticine and 12- 50 mm glass beads in the x and y directions (Appendix 

D). The z axis linear movement was observed over many runs to determine whether it 

returns to the same position. Further calibration methods need to be developed. One 

type of calibration could use image subtraction of the fake embryos over several runs. 

The pixel by pixel subtraction should turn up blank if the fake embryos move into the 

same positions for each run. 
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5.1.3 Further design factors 
 
A number of refinements of the design became apparent. Better aimed or more 

intense lighting would increase the resolution. Most of the equipment used in the 

apparatus is modified and does not work up to industrial specifications. The x and y 

axis motors are too small, without enough torque, and will “burp” if there is a change 

in the stiffness of movement of the x,y stage. The z axis is a demo unit and its 

movement has been shortened. This will cause a loosening of the bearings on the 

shaft eventually as the linear movement is designed to tighten at the top or bottom of 

its range. To partially alleviate this, the z axis can be moved by hand to the top of its 

motion by removing the stops. A suggestion from the manufacturer, Danaher Motion, 

is that we replace the current z axis with an LM200 unit which moves two inches. 

 

There are no fail-safes on the motor sensor system other than the hard stops on the z 

axis and the fact that the x and y motors are too weak to damage anything. For proper 

operation the motors need outlier limit switches connected to hard stop on the board. 

If the Hall sensors on the z axis are to be run using an external voltage regulator, 

current from that regulator needs to be monitored and the monitoring attached to hard 

stop. As the apparatus is currently setup, it needs constant monitoring to ensure that it 

has not run away and crash into its hard stops. Funding is being sought for these 

improvements. 

 
There are brighter LEDs available and the LEDs could be changed to provide more 

light. Shorter wavelengths would increase spatial resolution, but lower spectral 
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sensitivity of the CCD would place a limit on this. The camera battery-charger system 

might be replaced by a manufacturer AC adapter system if they become available. 

 

An additional system needs to be added to the apparatus to exchange the Holtreter’s 

solution to prevent fungal growth and add some water circulation to the embryos 

environment [Brod94]. Axolotl embryos raised in a confined space grow more slowly 

than those in free – natural water space (preliminary experiment, unpublished data). 

For the embryo trials several control embryos, from the same laying as the ones used 

in the apparatus, would be allowed to develop in a small aquarium in the same area as 

the microscope, or in the Petri dish away from the prism holder. Embryos develop 

faster at higher temperatures with the normal range being between 16-25oC, with the 

optimum temperature being about 18oC [Bord89]. Thus the “developmental time” 

resolution can be manipulated via the temperature. Lower temperature would 

therefore alleviate any problems caused by the 5 min interval between sets of images. 

 

The resolution of the camera needs to be tested with several types of target used to 

measure digital camera aliasing, as well as resolution using a modulated transfer 

function technique in Matlab or ImageJ. Geomatics methods need to be developed to 

calibrate any misalignment of the prisms and microscope axes using a calibrated bead 

[Alto05]. 
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5.2 Future image processing 
 
 
ImageJ is available open source programming from NIH (National Institute of Health 

in the United States). It has been developed for manipulation of medical images 

including cells. The base code is in Java and C code can be added to it. Matlab can 

also be interfaced with ImageJ. 

 

Analysis of cell shape and movement may be accomplished using a recently 

developed Matlab package developed by Carpenter et al. called CellProfiler. This 

package does standard measurements and operations on images such as histogram, 

histogram equalization and image lighting correction in Matlab code [Carp06]. There 

is currently limited support for z stack time lapse imaging but this is an area that the 

authors hope the imaging community will develop. The programming is designed to 

handle large two dimensional image datasets, which is the type of data generated with 

the microscope. Methods of taking measurements for a 3D object using 2D imaging 

requires development of spherical geometry compensations so that accurate 

measurements can be taken [Tysz05]. An algorithm to convert the six sided data 

acquired by our microscope was developed by Tsang and Kler [Tsan02] Figure 5.2-1. 

It can be used as a plugin in ImageJ. 
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Figure 5.2-1: Views of a basketball taken from all six sides and enhanced using 
weighted grey scale calculations: (a) original views; (b) enhanced views using 
direction cosine (squared) weighted averaging [Tsan02]. Reproduced with permission 
of the author. 
 
 

The weighted grey scale is achieved by averaging the same pixel values from the one 

pixel that appears in two or more views using direction cosine (squared) weighted 

averaging Figure 5.2-1 [Tsan02]. 

 

Images of all sides of the embryo can be processed with the program to produce 

weighted 3D images using the program when the embryos are spherical in shape. The 

embryos are spherical until the neural plate develops at stage 13. 

 
 
 

 
(a) (b) 
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5.3 Complementary methods of imaging  
 
There are several methods of 3D imaging that can be combined with surface imaging 

with a light microscope to get a more complete picture of developmental dynamics. 

They include Laser Profiling, Atomic Force Microscopy, MicroCT, and MicroMRI. 

The two methods that have had trial runs are Laser Profiling and MicroMRI. The 

Laser Profiling did not work well enough with currently available technology but the 

MicroMRI shows promise. 

  
5.3.1 Laser profiling 
 
Laser profiling could be used as long as the procedure works through water and does 

not damage the egg. Keyence Corporation agreed to try out this method using their 

equipment on early stage axolotl embryos. Due to border crossing issues (axolotls are 

classified as an endangered species) fertilized eggs from the axolotl colony at the 

University of Kentucky (Ambystoma Genetic Stock Center: 

http://www.ambystoma.org/AGSC/) were purchased and sent directly to Keyence 

Corporation in Atlanta. They tried out the LT-9000 and LK-G Laser Confocal 

Displacement Meters on two dejellied eggs placed in a drop of water. The device is 

accurate to 0.01 mm and works with two types of laser: 

 
“A tuning fork unit and oscillating unit are combined to create a surface 
scanning laser. This results in advanced displacement and profile 
measurements that are unaffected by target color or angle [Keye06].” 

 
The device picked up the water surface and not the egg. The following two profiles 

were taken with two types of laser see Figure 5.3-1. The best profile was done with 

the LT-9000 system with visible red laser at 670 nm. The LK-G red laser at 
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wavelength 650 nm gave a flat profile (b). There are no other lasers available for this 

device at the moment but one is being developed that possibly uses a blue laser which 

should work better for this application. The eggs could be scanned if they were placed 

in a cup of gel but this will not give a 3D picture of the whole egg and the egg would 

dry out if exposed to the air for too long a period so it does not work well for time-

lapse imaging. The procedure could be used for verification of shape when the 

embryo is more complex such as the neural tube closure stage. The thickness of the 

vitilline membrane on the surface of the egg could be measured as well because the 

laser system is set up to measure the thickness of transparent films. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a)      (b) 
 
Figure  5.3-1: Output measurement screen for Keyence Laser Profiler [Mont06]: (a) 
LT-9000 system. The 20.56 is actually the profile of the water that the egg is in (b) 
LK-G system. The 245.58 is the last known difference value before it stopped 
reading. Reproduced with permission of M. Montgomery.  
 
The laser detector was not reading the profile of the egg. Observing the “received 

light profile” at the bottom of the screen is a graphical representation of how much 

laser light is being reflected off the target. In Figure 5.3-1 the OUT1 measures the 
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peak to peak difference in microns of the surface and the OUT2 measures the surface 

distance in relation to the reference distance of the laser [Mont06].  

 

 
5.3.2 Micro MRI 
 
NRC in Winnipeg has an 11.7 Tesla small bore MRI that is being used to observe 

water content inside early developmental stage axolotl eggs [Grew06, Lee07].  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3-2: RF Coil for measurement of water content in grain used to measure the 
water content in axolotl eggs. Permission granted by the author 
 
The coil was originally made to measure the water content of grain. It includes a 

thermostat, thermocouple and RF coil. The length of the device is 650 mm and the 

inner diameter of the resonator is approximately 7mm (Figure 5.3-2) [Volo03]. The 

results are shown in Figures 5.3-2 and 5.3-4. 
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Figure 5.3-3: An albino axolotl at the blastopore stage, spin echo MRI, 226x256 data 
points, Field of View (FOV) 9.2mm x 9.2mm, resulting in a pixel resolution of 36 µm 
x 36 µm.  Number of averages (NA)=1. Total exp. time: 6.5 min. Repetition time 
(TR) = 1.5 s, Echo time (TE) = 4.5 ms. Slice thickness is 0.6 mm [Grew06]. 
Reproduced with permission of the author. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3-4: Images of axolotl eggs taken with MRI of a wild type embryo at neural 
tube closure: (a) Gradient echo MRI, 256x256 points, TR = 100 ms, TE = 3.2 ms, 
FOV = 3cm x 3cm, slice thickness = 1 mm. (b) Spin echo MRI, 226x256 data points, 
FOV 9.2 mm x 9.2 mm, resulting in a pixel resolution of 36 µm x 36 µm.  Number of 
Averages (NA) = 4. Total exp. time: 35 min. Repetition time (TR) = 2.0 s, Echo time 
(TE) = 8.0 ms. Slice thickness is 0.6 mm [Grew06]. TR – repetition time, TE – time 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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between excitation and measurement of the MRI signal, FOV – field of view. 
Reproduced with permission of the author. 
 
 
The spin echo magnetic resonant imaging MRI is done by perturbing the atoms of 

water using an external radio frequency coil. The gradient echo uses the gradient coil 

to perturb the atoms [Weis03]. 

 

A technique using digital sectioning of bee brains using micro MRI and then 

correlating with surface features of the brains, has been investigated by Rohlfing 

[Rohl03]. Time lapse photography using microscopic magnetic resonance imaging 

has been successfully used on Xenopus embryos to track cell divisions in the earliest 

stages of cell division [Papa06]. The cell nuclei were detected and the timing and 

orientation for five cell divisions was followed. However, due to long imaging times, 

only sections, not full 3D, were imaged. 

 
5.4 Alternative microscope design 
 
An alternative design to the prism set-up is to use a circular stage with another 

microscope-camera at the side to capture the sides of the embryo. The stage could be 

moved to six angular positions with the embryo held in a six-sided holder made from 

microscope cover slips. Tubing and thermister connections would have to be run 

along the support for the holder and interface with the holder at its edges so that a 

clear field of view is maintained. The holder could also be made of optically clear, 

but gas permeable material, such as kidney dialysis tubing. This design would allow 

for more light into the viewing area and should give higher resolution images than 

those obtained through the prisms. The microscope objectives could be piezo run so 
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that the in focus layers could be obtained with the objectives moving. Piezo 

objectives are available from PI (Physik Instruments). The only other moving part 

would be the circular stage. An addition to the six-sided holder, would be to make a 

dodecahedron shape with angular sides, so that views of the upper and lower sides of 

the embryo could be imaged. This would require four microscope-camera setups. All 

six sides of the embryo could of course be taken by six microscope-camera sets but 

this would be costly even when using a system such as the Nikon DS-U1 camera 

body with several DS-5M camera heads attached. Cameras such as the Go-21 from 

QImaging has a 21 Megapixel resolution with a 5120 x 4096 pixel array and a 10 bit 

per color depth. This would give an effective circular pixel area of 13 Megapixels and 

would be nearer to the ambition of having a 50 Megapixel camera (see microscope 

optics in apparatus). The calculations are as follows: 

 
- square area of pixels is 4096 and half that is 2048 
- the area of a circle is the basic shape of an early embryo is area = pr2 
- this makes the pixel area approximately 13 megapixels  

 
For a two camera setup that would use two stepper motors and take six or eight sides 

of the embryo a circular stage that rotates could be configured with a small camera 

head. A circular stage with two cameras mounted on opposite sides to one another 

would be able to take pictures of all sides of the embryo. The circular stage could be 

mounted on a shaft that could give the embryo a half turn so that the top and bottom 

of the embryo could be photographed at once. The circular stage could be moved 

around the embryo to get two side views at the same time. If the holder was the 

dodecahedron shape the stage could be rotated to take all of the angle views (Figure 
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5.4-1). This configuration would also need the separate objective stage to get in focus 

views in each position. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4-1: Diagram of new design for a time-lapse microscope using a circular 
stage. The blue cylinders represent small cameras or camera heads with piezo stages 
for microscope objectives attached. The design requires two motors and two camera-
microscopes. 
 
Finally, another design is to roll or tumble the embryo in front of one or more 

cameras. The problems here are getting in focus images, taking short time exposures 

to avoid motion blurring, possible disruption of the embryo or interference in its 

development by the tumbling mechanism, and the difficulty of doing 

micromanipulation during time-lapse unless the embryo can be docked. However, 

given that embryos can be manipulated in fluid by electrorotation [Abou02], this 

approach might be plausible. 

 

 

Movable piezo blocks for 
mounting microscope optics 

Embryo Holder 

Circular stage 

Shaft mounted to 
move stage 
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5.5 Other uses for the microscope 
 
 
The microscope produces 3D time-lapse images of a 3 mm3 volume which could be 

expanded in size using alternative designs for the microscope. Other types of embryos 

could be studied using the system including plant embryos. It would enable viewing 

of seed sprouting over time at a microscopic scale. One such application is the growth 

of spruce embryos, which are approximately 2 mm and grow on agar [Stasolla et al. 

(2004)]. Other applications could include crystal growth or sewage flocculation. 

Sewage flocculations have fractal growth [Gorc01] and this would give a more 

precise picture of their 3D structure as it develops over time. Crystal growth could 

also be studied using the apparatus. 
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1A. Parts List 
 
Microcontroller Parts 
 
1 – ssxyzmicro Simplestep controller board 
1 – Lambda 24VDC power supply DLP100-24-1/E 
1 – Electrical chord 
1 - fuse (fusetron dual element fuse FNM-5) 
1 – knock out electrical box 6 X 18 inches with removable top 
1 – Idec switch HW1L AF2F11QD R 120 
1 - DIN rail for mounting 
1 – 120VAC, 5 Amp fuse and fuse holder 
3 – motor harnesses made by Priority Electronics according to Simplestep 
instructions 
2 – Limit switches, Crouzet 03.132, 5A, 250VAC (used) 
3 – Home sensors – Omron EE SX 1088 w1 
1 – 24VDC fan (used) 
2 – IDEC 24 VDC relays (NO) 
3 – pieces of black breathable foam 
1 – Keyspan Serial to USB2 adapter and software 
1- Voltage regulator 24 -5 Volt LM78M05, 2 - capacitors 0.1 mf, 50 volt, heat sink 
      assorted wire, heat shrink and connectors 
 
1 – Danaher KV ultra compact linear positioner (demo unit) 
2 – Stirling Instrument stepper motors - S-inch S9114M-S10 Bipolar 3.2 VDC, 0.35 
amp stepper motors with a 1.8o step angle, NEMA 14  
1 – Ziess X-Y microscope stage (used) 
1 - 1 – plexiglass sheet ¼ inch deep with a ¾ inch hole 
 
 
 
Ring Light Parts List for one (two ring lights made) 
 
12 – bright white LEDs 
1  - correctly machine cut circuit board 
3 – 780 ohm resistors, or 4 – 340 ohm resistors 
1 -  capacitor 
1 - length two wire shielded #24 size wire 
1 – machined 120 cm size ring out of copper circuit board 
2 – bunches of fiber optic strands from fiber optic Christmas decoration 
1 – machined plexiglass fiber-optic cable holder 
4 – pieces of fiber optic cable 150 cm long 
1 – piece of thin plastic to hold the fiber-optic holder in place 
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Camera Parts 
 
2 – Olympus Evolt E-330 cameras (modified) 
2 – Olympus remote controls (modified) 
2 – Battery Chargers for E-330 (modified) 
2 – Mounting brackets for remote control (manufactured) 
2 – Olympus digital to SLR adapters 
2 – Olympus SLR to T-Mount adapters 
2 – T to C mount adapters (manufactured) 
2  - Camera to USB connectors 
       Camera and Olympus Studio software 
 
Top Microscope 
 
2 – tubes that join in a screw end to adjust the distance of the camera from the 
microscope objective. One is the mounting end for the microscope objective, the 
other tube is the C-mount for the camera. 
1 – Microscope objective lens – Nikon 4/0.13WI (160 mm focal length) 
 
Bottom Microscope 
 
Wild M8 (TYP376788) stereomicroscope 
 
Embryo Holder 
 
4 – 3 mm prisms 
1 – machined acrylic embryo holder 
4 – set screws 
1 – Petri dish size 5.5 cm with a 1.9 cm hole in the centre – Falcon Primaria 35-3802                  
60x15 mm 
1 – 2.2 cm slide cover slip – Fisher #12-541B 22x22 
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2A. Simple Step Microcontroller ssxyz Micro 
 
The following information has been reproduced with permission of Simple Step. For 
further information see the Simple Step Manual available from Simple Step 
(http://www.simplestep.com). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: the board used did not have the encoders or ADC add ons. 
 
Figure 1A-1: Microcontroller block diagram 
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Board Setup 
 
Power Connections 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Connect the power supply to the board via the J1 connector. J1 is the power Input 
for the complete Simple Step product line. J1, pin 1 (designated as an Arrow or the 
number 1 next to the connector) is the plus or positive power input (+) and J1, pin 2 
is the negative or ground input (-). The supply voltage range varies from board to 
board, but normally it is connected to a 24VDC, CE approved power supply. Turn 
on the power supply and you should see the Power LED on the board light. If you do 
not, turn off the power supply and check your connections. After getting the LED to 
light, it’s now time to set the current limiting for the board. First thing that should be 
done before setting the current, locate the “current per phase” of the motor you are 
going to attach to the axis. 
 
Current Setting for the SSCB, SSXYQE, SSXYZ and SSXYZ-CE Motion 
Control Boards 
 
The above listed boards set up the current limiting via hardware control. This is done 
via a Blue potentiometer with a “TEST” point (a large via hole next to the pot.) next 
to it. A DC volt multimeter should be used set to the 5VDC range. Now connect the 
Black lead of the multimeter to the J1, Pin 2 connector (Ground) and connect the Red 
lead of the multimeter to the TEST point of that axis. With the board powered, a 
reading should be displayed between 0 volts to 2.00 volts. This reading is a direct 
value of the current per phase that the axis will control the motor to. If for example 
you are using a 0.75 amp per phase motor, then set the TEST point by adjusting the 
potentiometer so the multimeter reads 0.75 volts DC. Do this for every axis that will 
have a motor. 
 
Current Setting for the SSMicro, SSXYMicro, SSXYZMicro Motion Control 
Boards 
 
The above listed boards use a software current limiting instead of the hardware type. 
The SSMicro, SSXYMicro and SSXYZMicro boards are rated to a maximum of 1.5 
amps per phase. In this example, the motor that would be attached is rated at 0.75 
amps per phase. You will need to set the maximum current per phase via the “P” 
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command. 
 
Example for the SSMicro: 
Maximum Current per phase = 1.5 amps 
Resolution of the Setting = 256 
Resolution per increment = 1.5 amps / 256 = 0.005859375 amps per increment. 
Motor = 0.75 amps / Resolution = 0.005859375 = 128. 
Command = “U0P128,0,0”<CR> 
 
 
Communications Setup 
 
Next connect J2 to the Host for communications. Pin 1 of the J2 connector goes to 
digital ground (Pin5 of a DB-9 or Pin 7 of a DB-25 for standard RS232 (serial) 
communications of most PC’s). J2, pin 2 goes to pin 2 of the DB-9 and pin 3 of the 
DB-25, and J2, pin 3 goes to pin 3 of the DB-9 or pin 2 of the DB-25. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1A-2: Communications Connection Diagram 
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Start Up 
 
We are now ready to communicate to the board. Install the CD-ROM software you 
received with the board. Performing this will install SSWin which will help you better 
understand and communicate with the serial network. After the installation process 
has completed and before you power up the board, check the DIP switches on the 
board to make sure that they are set correctly. When the Simple Step board powers 
up, it ONLY checks the switches once during initialization. If you power up the 
board, and then change the DIP switches to another network address, it will not be 
recognized until you power down, then power up the board again. 
 
Always make sure that the Network Address Switches (4 position DIP Switch 
on the board marked SW1) is set correctly BEFORE powering the board. 
 
Now it’s time to start SSWin32. An initial dialog will appear that will ask you that all 
boards be powered up before proceeding. Click the OK button and another dialog will 
appear that will ask you for the baudrate. This is the baudrate that was programmed 
at the factory when the board was ordered. After powerup, you can change the 
baudrate to another setting. If you are unsure what baudrate the board starts up with, 
just leave the baudrate at 57.6K and click the OK button. SSWin32 will then scan for 
all Simple Step products on the serial network and on the right hand side of the Main 
dialog, SSWin will display the results of what it finds. Now if all the “Count” values 
turn out to be 0, then this could mean 
one (1) of three (3) things. 
1) Wrong Communication Port is selected. 
2) Wrong Baudrate was chosen. 
3) Wrong wiring to the Simple Step J2 Connector. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Figure 1A-3: Start menu for Simple Step board. 
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All commands to any Simple Step board are ALWAYS prefixed with a network 
address string as outlined in the Communications chapter. Please read this chapter to 
find the prefix string needed for your particular Simple Step board. Network 
addressing can be disabled via an optional parameter in the ‘o’ption command. Every 
command to the Simple Step board ALWAYS terminates with an Enter (Carriage 
Return - 0x0D). Start SSWin32 again, make sure that the Main Dialog displays the 
correct amount of boards that are connected to the network. You can check on the 
board address by looking at the radio button next to each number to see what the 
board think’s it’s address is compared against what you thought it should be. Click on 
“Files”, “Terminal and Network Scanning” and click inside the “Terminal” area to 
allow you to communicate. 
 
The example below assume that the board is at address 0. 
 
 
SSMicro and SSMicro77 Boards: 
“U0 ”<Enter> <--User 
“u0>”<Enter> <-- Board response 
 
 
First Commands to send to the Simple Step Board 
 
The first command to be sent for all boards with software current limiting, is the 
‘P’ower command. This sets the current limiting for the motors. The next thing to 
consider is Idle current settings. For Hardware Current Limiting, the user has 3 
choices for Idle power. P2 which is Full OFF, P1 which is 1/4 of what the maximum 
current limit is set to or P0 which is 100% (maximum) of the maximum current 
setting. On Software Current Limiting, the ‘P’ command in all boards (except for the 
SSCBHC) have 3 parameters. The first parameter sets the maximum current limiting 
when running the motor. The second is the Idle setting (0-100 where 0 is OFF) and 
the third setting is for the decay mode (please check the ‘P’ower setting command for 
a better explanation of this parameter). 
When using Quadrature Encoder feedback or when the mass that is being moved is 
very small, one should apply some idle current to the motor. The reason for this is 
when the motor stops and the magnetic fields collapse, the motor can burp from 1 to 
as much as 20 steps in any direction (usually in the direction the motor was moving in 
last). Adding in a small idle current will stop this from occurring. The SSCBHC unit 
has the setup in the ‘P’ower commands as all the other Software Selectable current 
control, but there are ONLY two (2) parameters. The first is maximum current and the 
second is the idle setting. There is NO decay current setting for the SSCBHC unit. 
The next step is to find out what direction we need to move the motor to get it to go 
to the Home sensor. Type in the initialize command “paN+0HLS” (where ‘pa’ is 
the prefix string for that board type) followed by the Enter key. This will initialize 
the motor WITHOUT movement and also tell the system to ignore the Home and 
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Limit Sensors for now. Now it’s time to set the motor speed for homing. Try setting 
the motor movement with the following : 
 
paE3000<Enter> 
paB100<Enter> 
paS3<Enter> 
 
This will initialize the motor movement for a standard movement slope. Type in a 
“paM100”. Now place your hand on the Enter Key and while watching the motor, 
depress the Enter key. If it moved towards Home, then your initialization string will 
be “paN-1”, but if it moved away from home, then your string will be “paN+1”. The 
‘1’ tells the axis that you are going to initialize the motor, and to move it until you 
reach the sensor. If NO motor movement is necessary, then change the 1 at the end of 
the ‘N’ command string to a zero (0). The next step is to actually type in the 
initialization string for your system and watch it move towards the home sensor. As 
soon as the board sees the change of state from the sensor, the board will stop all 
motion. If it does not, then turn power off immediately. A possible problem is that 
the flag on the mechanism is not deep enough into the sensor to block the sensor (for 
those using microswitches, you may not be pushing the lever down far enough to 
trigger the switch. You will have to adjust the position of the sensor or bend the lever) 
or that the sensor ACTIVE state is inverted. To change the ACTIVE states for 
BOTH Home and Limit Sensor, please read the command description for the ‘N’ 
command in Chapter 2. NOTE: On all firmware versions 1.0.4.30 and greater is 
used, and if NO Home sensor is present, append a ‘H’ character to the end of the ‘N’ 
command string to disable the Home sensor input. 
 
 
Now that you have the Home sensor checked out and you know what direction home 
is in, you can then go to the chapter on Moving your Motor for the First Time. This 
Chapter will teach you what the motor dynamics are and how fast your system can 
move. You will need to set the ‘E’, ‘B’ and ‘S’ parameters for normal movement after 
you run these tests. The next step is to determine if you need a Limit Sensor. Most 
times the Limit is set up as a maximum movement allowed before the mechanism 
hurts itself. Most customers use a microswitch, or one of the new Allegro Hall Effect 
Sensors. If you move the motor to the limit sensor, the motor movement will stop. 
You will be allowed to go to the opposite direction, but you will not be able to move 
any further away from Home. If a microswitch is used, then connect the common to 
one pin of the limit input and the Normally Open connection to the other Pin. You 
can check the Limit sensor to see if it is working correctly the same way the Home 
sensor was tested. By using the “paI3<Enter>”, you should get back the current input 
level of the switch. Deactivated it should come back with a ‘1’, and if activated it 
should come back with a ‘0’. The Home and Limit logic levels can be changed. Please 
refer to both the Home, Limit Sensors & I/O Chapter and the (N)ull (Zero/ Home) 
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Motor Command under Motor Movement Commands for more information. 
 

>>>>> Important Note <<<<< 
Never disconnect the motor while the motor is moving! This will 
destroy the motor driver. 
Never move the motor with NO power applied to the board. 
For boards that have mating AMP MTA connectors on the board, 
please solder all connections to the connections and DO NOT just 
push the wires into the holes. If this is not done, the system may 
not work correctly or may even destroy a motor driver. 
>>>>> Important Note <<<<< 
 
Moving your motor for the first time 
This section will give you an idea of how to run your motor and where to set the E, B, 
and S values for the first time. 
1) Set your E to 4000, your B to 400, and your S to 2. 
2) Set the current motor position WITHOUT Movement using the N+0 or N-0 
commands. 
3) Move the motor to position 1000, M1000 and watch how the motor moves. 
4) If the motor stalls on the start up of the movement, decrease the B by 100 and go 
to Step 3. If the motor moves fine, but stalls when it hits the top velocity, decrease 
the E by 500 and go back to Step 3. 
5) If the motor moves without stalling, start increasing the E value by 100 and go back 
to Step 3 until the motor stalls on the top velocity. That is the fastest you will be able 
to move the motor. Decrease the E value by 100 and keep that as your starting point. 
6) If you need more torque at start-up, decrease the B. In doing so, you can also 
increase S by 1 to get a faster slope as well. Example: You find you need a B of 300 to 
get the mass moving, but your slope is so long that now it takes 10,000 steps to reach 
top velocity because the E value is set for 10300. The actual value would be E-B 
(10300 - 300 = 10000) divided by S which is set to 2 (10000/2 = 5000). It would take 
you 5000 steps to accelerate the motor. 
 
 
Motor Movement Structure 
 
Motor movement is obtained using four motor parameters. They are Beginning 
velocity (“B”), End velocity (“E”), Slope value (“S”), and Steps. Steps are set using 
the "M" command and giving an absolute position given for the motor to move to. 
The processor calculates the amount of travel based on the difference between the 
current motor position and the desired position. If the desired position is greater than 
the current position the motor will be driven in the Limit direction. If the desired 
position is less than the current position, the motor will be driven in the Home 
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direction. Beginning Velocity is used in conjunction with End Velocity to calculate 
acceleration and deceleration values. The calculation used within the software finds 
the difference between the Beginning and the End rates and divides this number by the 
Slope to get the number of acceleration and deceleration steps. These numbers are 
added together and subtracted from the absolute total steps to be moved. The result is 
stored in the constant velocity parameter. If the total step movement is less than the 
acceleration plus deceleration, constant velocity (‘E’ variable) will never be achieved. 
The ‘S’ variable is used as the divisor to allow the user to change the acceleration and 
deceleration slope without changing the ‘B’ and ‘E’ values. If a Slope of 0 is set, then 
no acceleration and deceleration will occur. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1A-4: Acceleration, velocity curve for motors and B E and S settings 
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Figure 1A-5: ssxyzMicro Board external wiring Reprinted with permission from 
Simple Step 
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3A. Ring Lights 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2A-1: Ring Light Circuit Board Diagram; made by milling out the copper. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2A-2: Ring Light Circuit Diagram; the circuit shown is the three parallel 

 

 

R= 730W 
Bright White LEDs 
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circuit option. The second design was made with four parallel circuits with 3 LEDs in 
each leg and one 470W resistor. 
4A. Camera Specifications 
 
The following information is from Olympus  
 
Max Image size:  3136 x 2352 pixels 
 
Type Interchangeable lens Live view function digital SLR camera. 
Compatible lens ZUIKO Digital, FourThirds System lens. 
Lens mount FourThirds mount. 
Body Engineering plastics. 
 
Media CompactFlash card (Type I and II), Microdrive, xD picture card. (Dual slot). 
xD-Picture Cards can be used directly in the xD-Picture Card slot, or via the 
MACF-10 Compact Flash adaptor.The xD Panorama function is available in 
conjunction with the Live Preview mode. 
 
Effective pixel number 7.5 million pixels. 
Image size 17.3mm x 13.0mm. 
 
Image sensor Type Live MOS sensor (4/3 type MOS solid-state image sensor) 
Total pixel number 7.94 million pixels. 
Aspect ratio 4:3. 
Filter array Primary colour filter (RGB). 
 
Filter LPF Fixed type. 
IR cut filter Hybrid type. 
Dust protect filter SuperSonic Wave Filter. 
 
Viewfinder Type Eye-level TTL Optical Porro mirror type finder. 
Field of view Approx. 95%. 
Magnification Approx. 0.93x with a 50mm lens set to infinity at -1 dioptres. 
Eye point Approx. 18mm at -1 dioptres. 
Diopteradjustment Built-in type -3.0 to +1.0 dioptres. 
Focusingscreen Fixed type. 
Mirror Side swing quick return mirror. 
Viewfinderinformation 
AF frame (super impose), AE lock, AF confirmation mark, Metering mode, 
Exposure mode, Shutter speed, Aperture value, White balance, Exposure 
compensation value indicator, Flash, Battery check, Record mode, Number of 
storable still pictures. 
Depth of fieldpreview Yes (customised Drive button). Selectable in optical view 
finder or on the LCD monitor. 
Eye cup Interchangeable type EP-5/6, EP-5 supplied. 
Eye pieceshutter Built in type. 
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Live Preview Type A mode: Full time live preview with AF function. 
Field of view: approx. 92%, 2 passport templates are available. 
B mode: Macro live preview with MF, Field of view: 100%. 
Close up 10x and position selectable, 3 templates are available: golden section, 8x6 
grid, scale. 
 
Autofocus Type TTL phase difference detection system. 
Single AF, Continuous AF, Manual focus, Single AF + MF, and Continuous AF + 
Focus modes 
Single AF, Continuous AF, Manual focus, Single AF + MF, and Continuous AF + 
MF. 
Detection range EV 0 to 19 (ISO 100). 
Focus areas 3 points. 
Focus area 
Selection Automatic and manual selection. 
AF assist lamp Built-in flash, optional Olympus dedicated flashes. 
AF lock Locked by first position of shutter release button, AE/AF lock button 
(customised). 
Focus tracking Available in continuous AF mode. 
Focus aid Available. 
Manual focus Available by rotating focus ring, available for setting manual focus 
operation in AF mode (customised). 
 
Exposure control 
Light metering system 
TTL open aperture light metering with 49-zones multi-pattern sensing system. 
Light metering modes 
Digital ESP, Centre-weighted average and Spot (about 2% of entire frame), 
High light based spot, Shadow based spot. 
Detection range 
Digital ESP, Centre-weighted average: 
EV 2 to 20 (50mm 1:2, ISO 100). 
Spot: 
EV 3 to 17 (50mm 1:2, ISO 100). 
Exposure modes 
Programme with programme shift, Shutter Priority, Aperture Priority, Manual. 
Scene programmes 
Portrait, Landscape, Macro, Sports, Night Scene & Portrait. 
(Underwater macro and Underwater wide selectable.) 
Scene select 
Portrait, Landscape, Landscape & Portrait, Night Scene, Night Scene & 
Portrait, Firework, Sunset, Macro, Nature macro, Sports, High Key, Low key, 
Document, Beach & Snow, Underwater macro, Underwater wide, Panorama, 
Candle, Children, Image Stabilizor. 
Exposure compensation Up to +/- 5 EV in each 1, 1/2, or 1/3 EV steps. 
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AE lock Locked by first position of shutter release or AE/AF lock button 
(customised). 
Exposure bracketing 3 frames in +/- 1, 2/3, 1/2, or 1/3 EV steps (selectable). 
 
Sensitivity 
Auto ISO 100 to 400. 
Manual ISO 100 to 400. Expandable to 1600 (in each 1/3 EV steps possible). 
 
Shutter 
Type Electronically controlled focal plane shutter. 
Shutter speed 
P, Ps, A mode: 1/4000 – 2 sec. (depend on conditions) 
S mode: 1/4000 – 60 sec. 
M mode: 1/4000 – 60 sec. and bulb (up to 8 min.) 
Scene mode: 1/4000 – 4 sec. (depend on selected mode) 
X-sync speed X = 1/180 sec. 
Super FP up to 1/4000 sec. 
Shutter release Soft-touch electromagnetic release. 
Self-timer 12 or 2 sec. 
Remote control 
Yes (including bulb function) with RM-1 (optional) or via PC with SDK 
(optional) or Studio Software (optional). 
 
Drive system 
Drive modes Single and sequential shooting. 
Sequential shooting speed 
Approx. 3.0 fps. 
Max. frame number on sequential shooting 
RAW / TIFF 4 frames, 
JPEG (HQ, SQ) min. 15 frames (depend on the motif). 
 
White balance system 
Auto WB system Advanced detection system with Live Mos imager. 
Preset WB 7 types (3000K – 7500K). 
Lamp 1 (3000K), Fluorescent 1 (4000K), Fluorescent 2 (4500K), Fluorescent 3 
(6600K), Daylight (5300K), Cloudy (6000K), Shade (7500K) 
Custom WB 1 custom setting (2000-14000 Kelvin). 
WB compensation R – B / G – M, up to +/-7 steps in each 2 mired for both auto and 
preset settings. 
On touch white balance 1 one touch setting 
WB bracketing 3 frames with +/- 5/10/15 mired steps. 
 
Processing 
Image processing TruePic TURBO. 
Colour space sRGB / Adobe RGB. 
Picture mode Vivid, Natural, Muted, Black & White, Sepia. 
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Colour saturation 5 levels in each Vivid, Natural, Muted mode. 
Sharpness 5 levels in each Picture mode. 
Contrast 5 levels in each Picture mode. 
Filter Yellow, Orange, Red, Green in Black & White and Sepia mode. 
Toning Sepia, Blue, Red, Green in Black & White mode. 
Gradation 3 levels (high key, normal, low key). 
 
Built-in flash 
Type TTL auto or manual. 
Pop up Manual. 
Synchronisation modes Auto, Red-eye reduction, Slow syncro with red-eye reduction, 
Slow syncro, 2nd curtain slow syncro, Fill-in, Off. 
Guide number Approx. 13. 
Intensity control Up to +/- 2EV in each 1, 1/2, or 1/3 EV steps. 
 
External flash control 
Type TTL auto FP / TTL auto for Olympus dedicated flash (with FL-36, FL-50), auto 
or manual. 
Synchronisation modes 
Auto, Manual, Red-eye reduction, Slow syncro with red-eye reduction, Slow 
syncro, 2nd curtain slow syncro, Fill-in for exclusive flash. 
Intensity control Up to +/- 2EV in each 1, 1/2, or 1/3 EV steps. 
 
Control panel 
Control panel information 
Metering mode, Exposure mode, Aperture value, Shutter speed, Exposure 
level indicator, Exposure compensation value, Exposure compensation 
indicator, AE bracket, ISO, Colour space, Picture mode, Gradation, Colour 
saturation compensation value, Sharpness compensation value, Contrast 
compensation value, White balance, White balance compensation value, Noise 
reduction mode, Flash mode, Flash compensation value, Focus mode, AF 
frame, Drive mode, Record mode, Number of storable still pictures, Selected 
memory card, Battery check, Live View mode. 
 
Playback monitor 
Type HyperCrystal LCD panel. 
Size 2.5 inch / 6.4cm. 
Pixel number 215.250 pixels. 
Field of view Approx. 100%. 
Brightness control +/- 7 steps. 
 
Playback functions 
Display mode 
Single, Zoom (2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 14x), Index (4, 9, 16, 25 frames), Slide show, 
Calendar view, Rotation. 
Information 
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Exposure mode, Metering mode, Shutter speed, Aperture value, Exposure 
compensation level, ISO, Colour space, White balance mode, White balance 
compensation level, Focal length, Focus area, File type, Picture mode, File 
name, Image size, Recorded card type. 
Exposure level 
view 
Histogram (R, G, B available), High light point warning, Shadow point 
warning. 
 
Erase / protect / copy function 
Erase modes Single, All, Selected. 
Image protect 
mode 
Single, Selected. 
Copy mode Single, All, Selected. 
 
Recording system 
Type of recording format 
DCF, DPOF compatible, EXIF2.2 compatible, PRINT Image 
Matching II compatible. 
Type of file format 
JPEG, TIFF (RGB 8 bit), RAW (12bit). 
RAW+JPEG recording 
Yes. 
RAW: 3136 x 2352, uncompressed, Approx. 12.9 MB 
TIFF: 3136 x 2352, uncompressed, Approx. 21.6 MB 
SHQ: 3136 x 2352, 1/2.7, Approx. 5.7 MB 
HQ: 3136 x 2352, 1/4, Approx. 4.0 MB 
HQ: 3136 x 2352, 1/8, Approx. 1.8 MB 
HQ: 3136 x 2352, 1/12, Approx. 1.2 MB 
SQ: 2560 x 1920, 1/2.7, Approx. 4.0 MB 
SQ: 2560 x 1920, 1/4, Approx. 2.4 MB 
SQ: 2560 x 1920, 1/8, Approx. 1.2 MB 
SQ: 2560 x 1920, 1/12, Approx. 0.8 MB 
SQ:1600 x 1200, 1/2.7, Approx. 1.4 MB 
SQ:1600 x 1200, 1/4, Approx. 0.9 MB 
SQ:1600 x 1200, 1/8, Approx. 0.5 MB 
SQ:1600 x 1200, 1/12, Approx. 0.3 MB 
SQ:1280 x 960, 1/2.7, Approx. 0.9 MB 
SQ:1280 x 960, 1/4, Approx. 0.6 MB 
SQ:1280 x 960, 1/8, Approx. 0.3 MB 
SQ:1280 x 960, 1/12, Approx. 0.2 MB 
SQ:1024 x 768, 1/2.7, Approx. 0.6 MB 
SQ:1024 x 768, 1/4, Approx. 0.4 MB 
SQ:1024 x 768, 1/8, Approx. 0.2 MB 
SQ:1024 x 768, 1/12, Approx. 0.1 MB 
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SQ:640 x 480, 1/2.7, Approx. 0.2 MB 
SQ:640 x 480, 1/4, Approx. 0.2 MB 
SQ:640 x 480, 1/8, Approx. 0.1 MB 
File size 
SQ:640 x 480, 1/12, Approx. 0.1 MB 
 
Image editing 
RAW development 
Yes. 
JPEG/TIFF editing 
Yes (Black & White, Sepia, Red eye reduction, Colour saturation, Resize). 
PictBridge Yes. 
 
Menu 
Category 
Shooting menu 1, Shooting menu 2, Playback menu, Setup menu 1, Setup 
menu 2. 
Languages 
Default 6 languages (English, German, Spanish, French, Italian, Russian), 
One language can be downloaded via internet. (Portuguese, Dutch, Czech, 
Danish, Norwegian, Swedish) 
 
Interface 
PC interface USB 2.0 (Full speed). 
Video signal output NTSC or PAL selectable. 
Synchro socket Hot shoe. 
 
Power supply 
Battery Rechargeable Li-Ion battery pack BLM-1 or 3x CR123A with LBH-1. 
 
Size / weight 
Dimensions 140 x 87 x 72mm. 
Weight Approx. 550g (without batteries and CF card). 
 
Miscellaneous 
Sleep mode Yes (Off, 1, 3, 5, 10 min. selectable). 
Power off mode Yes (Off, 4hours selectable). 
 
Environment 
Temperature Operating range: 0°C to 40°C. Storage range: -20°C to 60°C. 
Humidity Operating range: 30 to 90%. Storage range: 10% to 90%. 
 
Box contents 
E-330 body, USB cable, video cable, Li-Ion battery pack (BLM-1) and Li-Ion 
battery charger (BCM-2), shoulder strap, Olympus Master CD-ROM, 
instruction manual, warranty card. 
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5A. Camera Mount 
 
 
Microscope to Olympus Camera Adapters 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5A-1: T to C mount adapter shown mounted on the top microscope. The 
bottom microscope has an identical adapter. The adapters were machined out of 
aluminum. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5A-2: T mount to digital Olympus camera adapters made from T mount to 
Olympus SLR adapters attached to Olympus SLR to Olympus Digital adapters. (a) T 
mount side up (b) Camera mount side up.  

 

  
(a) (b) 
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Top Microscope Tube 
 
The camera mounts adapters are made to match the C mounts on the bottom 

microscope and the tube on the top microscope. The tube on the top microscope 

attaches to the camera adapter at one end and the microscope objective at the other.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5A-3: Top Microscope Tube 
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6A: Prism Specifications 
 
The following information is from Edmond Optics 
 
TECH SPEC™ High-Tolerance Right Angle Prisms 
 
• Used to Achieve a 90° Light Path Bend 
• Used in Combination for Image/Beam Displacement 
 
Right angle prisms are generally used to achieve a 90° light path bend. Depending on 
prism orientation, images will be inverted, but correct left-to-right (see illustration at 
left). If a right angle prism is rotated 90°, images viewed through the prism will be 
erect, but reversed left-to-right. Prisms can also be used in combination for 
image/beam displacement. 
 
Material BK7 
Dimensional Tolerance +0/-0.1mm 
Surface Quality 40-20 
Surface Accuracy 1/4 wave 
Angle Tolerance ±40 arc seconds 
Bevel 0.3mm x 45° 
Hypotenuse Aluminized, overcoated with inconel and black paint  
 
Prism RA HT 3.2 MM AL CTD TS, Stock Number: NT32-538 from Edmond Optics 
[Edmo07]  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6A-1: Prism dimensions 
 
 
 
 

4.5 mm 

3.20 mm 

3.20 mm 
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7A. Alternative Microscope Design Parts 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7A-1: High resolution piezo microscope objective positioner. An example of 
this type of positioner is PI’s P-721 nano-focusing drive. 
 
This type of  positioner moves up to 0.5 mm  but needs to move 1.0 mm for viewing 

the 2.0 mm egg. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7A-2: URS series Rotation stages by Newport are available in a variety of 
sizes and work with stepper motors. “Backlash-free continuous rotation with 20,000 
MTBF, 8,000 cts/rev rotary encoder on DC motor versions enables 0.005o resolution, 
Unique, compact 2-piece design provides exceptional wobble and eccentricity, 
Economic stepper motor versions with high motion sensitivity.” Other manufacturers 
have similar stages. Reproduced with permission from Newport 
 
 
 

 

Piezo 
Electric 
Positioner 

Microscope 
Objective 
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8A. Keyspan:USB Serial Adapter for Windows-v3.4 
 
The Adapter plugs into any USB port on your PC. It provides one DB9 serial port 
which can be used to connect to your Palm Organizer, WindowsCE device, Wacom 
tablet, and many other serial devices. 
Multiple Keyspan USB Serial Adapters may be installed on one CPU if desired. 
 
Requirements 
The Keyspan USB Serial Adapter Software for Windows requires the following: 
• Windows: 
• At least one available USB port 
• Windows 98 / 98 SE / 98 Me / 2000 / XP 
 
The Keyspan USB Serial Adapter provides one male DB9 serial port which 
supports RS-232 asynchronous communications at data rates up to 230 Kbps.  
 
Serial Port Pin Outs 
 
The pin assignments for the Keyspan USB Serial Adapter's male DB9 port are 
illustrated below: 
Keyspan USB Serial Adapter's 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pin  Name     Signal Designation 
1  DCD Data Carrier Detect  (Input) 
2  RX Received Data   (Input) 
3  TX Transmitted Data   (Output) 
4  DTR Data Terminal Ready (Output) 
5  GND Ground 
6  DSR Data Set Ready   (Input) 
7  RTS Request To Send   (Output) 
8  CTS Clear To Send   (Input) 
9  RI Ring Indicator   (Input) 
 
In order to ensure compliance with emission specifications, cables should be shielded 
using braided shields and metal hoods with complete 100% contact between the 
shields and hoods. 
 
 
The above information is from Keyspan 2002 
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9A. 140 Ultra-Compact Positioner 
 
Pinouts for DB-9 conectors on Danaher KV Ultra-Compact 
Positioner 
 
Pin  Motor Connector  Limit Connector 
 
1  Coil A    +5 Volts 
2  Coil A, center tap  + Limit Output1 
3  Coil A    - Limit Output1 
4  Coil B       Ground 
5  Coil B, center tap 
6  Coil B 
 
The male DB-9 connector connects the motors to the KV positioner and the female 

DB-9 connector connects the Hall limit sensors. 

 
 
Mounting Block 
 
The mounting block for the KV-140 positioner was machined out of aluminum. It 

was made the full length of the positioner so that the whole length of the machine was 

supported Figure A-1. This is important for proper linear movement. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9A-1: Z axis Mounting Block 
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The following are the specification sheets for: 

 

 9A. KV-140  Ultra-Compact Positioner copied with permission of Danaher Motion 

 

10A. S9114M-D10 and S9114M-D16 Stepper Motors copied with permission from

  SI (Sterling Instruments) 

11A. Lambda Power Supply 24VDC power supply DLP100-24-1/E 

 



• Compact, high 

accuracy, high 

performance

• Standard NEMA 

17-frame stepper

motor

• Three finishes to

choose from:

– Black anodize

– Gold irridite

– Chrome plated

Features

SINGLE-AXIS

TABLES

www.DanaherPrecision.com
tel: 800.227.1066 or 603.893.0588  •  fax: 603.893.8280

7C Raymond Ave., Salem, NH  03079

Specification KV-50 Stage KV-80 Stage KV-110 Stage KV-140 Stage KV-200 Stage
Travel (mm) 50 80 110 140 200
Leadscrew Accuracy (micron, for all) 0.0001mm/mm
Bidirectional Repeatability (micron, for all)

open loop ±3 microns
Flatness & Straightness (micron) 4 7 10 13 18
Load Capacity (kg)* 5 kg
Mass (grams)

moving 175 175 175 175 175
total 850 950 1,050 1,150 1,300

Configuration
Leadscrew 

lead (mm) 1, 1.5, 2, 3, and 10 mm
Motor

Stepper (oz-in) 400 step/rev. 44 oz/in
Stepper (oz-in) 200 step/rev. 44 oz/in

Options
Encoder

rotary (counts/rev.) 2,000 or 4,000 CPR

Note: Brake available for vertical applications.
* Please contact our Applications Engineers for loads exceeding 15kg.

Linear Positioner

KV™ Ultra-Compact Positioner

KV LINEAR POSITIONER SPECIFICATIONS

The KV shuttle stages from Danaher Precision offer

compact size, high accuracy, and high performance.

This series is designed using high accuracy 

recirculating ball ways, integrated end of travel

limits, standard NEMA 17-frame stepper motor 

with coupling and mount, and anti-backlash 

leadscrews. Travels range from 10mm to 200mm.

Flatness of travel is less than 1 micron over every

25mm travel. Linearity of the screw is less than 

+/-2 microns over full travel. The stage is available

in three finishes: black anodize, gold irridite, and

chrome plated.



www.DanaherPrecision.com
tel: 800.227.1066 or 603.893.0588  •  fax: 603.893.8280

7C Raymond Ave., Salem, NH  03079

SINGLE-AXIS

TABLES
KV LINEAR POSITIONER SPECIFICATIONS

KV™ Ultra-Compact Positioner
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STEP TABLE

STEP      RED      BLUE      YELLOW      WHITE

0
1
2
3
4

+
–
–
+
+

–
+
+
–
–

+
+
–
–
+   

–
–
+
+
–   

WIRING DIAGRAM

RED
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A+

A-

4
LEAD

MOTOR

YELLOW

WHITE

B+

B-

4 Lead Wire Configuration - Bipolar Drive
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0
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Revolutions per Second

S9114M-D10
S9114M-S10

0 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10
Full Step X 103 per Second
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 (
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)

.35 amps Peak Current

.49 amps Peak Current
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19
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16
15
14
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9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Revolutions per Second

S9114M-D16
S9114M-S16

0 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10
Full Step X 103 per Second

To
rq
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 (
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-in

)

1 amp Peak Current

1.4 amps Peak Current

Hybrid Stepper Motors - NEMA Size 14

NOTE:  If wire configuration is set up step 0-4, shaft will turn cw (facing mounting end).
             If set up step 4-0, shaft will turn ccw (facing mounting end).
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SINGLE- OR DOUBLE-ENDED SHAFTS1.8°  STEP ANGLE

Hybrid Stepper Motors - NEMA Size 14

Catalog Number* Motor
Conn. L

Min.
Holding
Torque
oz. in.

Phase
Current

amps P
h

as
e

In
du

ct
an

ce
m

H
±2

0
%

P
h

as
e

R
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is
ta

nc
e

o
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m
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±1
0

%

V
o
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e
V

 D
C Rotor

Inertia
oz. in.2

S9114M-D10
S9114M-S10
S9114M-D16
S9114M-S16

Bipolar

Bipolar

1.00

1.57

  8.0

26.0

    .35

1.0

8.0

5.5

8.5

4.3

3.2

4.8

W
ei

g
h

t
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.

.051

.109

.33

.47

NEW

SPECIFICATIONS:
Maximum Drive  Voltage- 80V DC
Leads- 4 (see previous page)
Optimized for microstepping

* Catalog numbers with D in the suffix have double shafts;  S in the suffix denotes single shaft.

MOUNTING
END

L

.059

.559 ±.014

2 X .25.39

Ø.1968 +.0000
              -.0004

Ø.866 +.000
            -.0012 X #4-40

2 X 1.38

2 X 1.024

12" MIN

TYP



DLP Series

3055 Del Sol Blvd • San Diego, CA 92154 • 1-800-LAMBDA-4

Low Cost
3 Year Warranty
UL508 Listed
Convection Cooled
Conforms to EN61000-3-2 (PFC)
Conducted and Radiated EMI, Class B
Input Transient Protection, IEC61000-4
NEC Class 2 Compliant (DLP75 & 100 only)
Semi F47 Compliant (DLP180 & 240 only)
Lead Free

75 to 240W, 24V Output DIN Rail Mount Power Supplies

(1) 100VAC/230VAC (2) DLP240-24-1/E, 170-265VAC: -10°C~+70°C, derated linearly to 60% load from 50° to 70°C.

MODELS DLP75-24-1/E DLP100-24-1/E DLP120-24-1/E DLP180-24-1/E DLP240-24-1/E
ITEMS
Output Voltage V 24 24 24 24 24
Output Current A 3.1 4.1 5.0 7.5 10
Output Power W 75 98.4 120 180 240
Output Voltage Adjustment V 21.6 - 28
Load Regulation - 192mV
Line Regulation - 120mV
Total Regulation - <±5%
Ripple/Noise (0-600C) mV 240
AC Input Voltage & Frequency - 85-132/170-265VAC, 47-63Hz Auto select 85-265VAC (47-63Hz)

or 120-370VDC
Input Current 100/230VAC A 1.7/0.8 2.3/1.2 2.4/1.3 2.3/1.0 3.0/1.3
Efficiency 100/230VAC % 82/83 83/85 83/85 84/87 82/86
Power Factor - Meets EN61000-3-2 (DLP180, 240: >0.95)
Inrush Current(Typ)100/230VAC A 20/45
Leakage Current mA Less than 0.75mA
Hold-up Time 100/230VAC ms 20/30 (Semi F47 Compliance, DLP 180 & 240 only)
Overcurrent Protection - >105%,Fold Back >105%, Constant Current
Overvoltage Protection - 30-35V, latching, cycle AC line to reset
LED Indicators - Green LED = DC ok     Red LED = overcurrent
Operating Temperature (2) - -10°C to 60°C, derate linearly to 60% load from 50 to 60°C
Storage Temperature - -30°C~+85°C
Humidity (Non-Condensing) %RH 30-90% operating     10-95% non operating
Cooling - Convection cooling
Withstand Voltage - Input - Ground 2kVAC, Input to Output 3kVAC, Output - Ground 500VAC
Vibration - 9.8m/s2 (1.0G) at DIN rail; (10-55Hz: 9.8m/s2 Constant, X,Y, Z each 1 hour)
Shock - 196m/s2 (20G)
Safety Agency Approvals - UL508 (Class 2 DLP75 &100), UL60950, CSA60950, EN60950, CE, EN50178 Cat III (Pri)
Conducted EMI - FCC-B, EN55011/EN55022-B, VCCI-B; Meets IEC61000-4-1
Radiated EMI - EN55011/EN55022-B, FCC-Class B, VCCI-B
ESD - IEC61000-4-2  ±10kV (Air),  ±5kV (Contact)
Radiated RFI - IEC61000-4-3  80-1000MHz,12V/m 80% AM 1kHz
Fast Transient Burst - IEC61000-4-4  2.4kV 5kHz
Lightning Surge - IEC61000-4-5  4.4kV, 1.2x50µs (Common Mode) 2.4kV 1.2x50µs (Normal)
Conducted RFI - IEC61000-4-6  150kHz-80MHz, 12V, 80% AM 1kHz
Magnetic Field - IEC61000-4-8 36A/m
Voltage Dips - IEC61000-4-11 70% 10ms, 40% 100ms, 0% 5s
Size mm 50 x 97 x 110 60 x 97 x 110 60 x 97 x 110 80 x 97 x 110 120 x 97 x 110
Weight g 470 540 540 780 1000
Warranty - 3 Years

Speci f i cat ions
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Appendix B 
 
 
The following are drawings of the early stages of Axolotl development [Bord89]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1B-1: Axolotl Development Stages (a) Stages 1-13 up to neural plate formation 
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Figure 1B-1: (b) Stages 14-22, Stage 19 neural tube closure stage Permission 
applied for to Oxford University Press 
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The following are photographs of live Axolotl embryos at various early stages taken 

with the microscope and E-330 Olympus cameras. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Stage 10.5 Bottom Wild Type 

 

Stage 18 top White Axolotl embryo 

 
Stage 6 Top of Wild Type Egg 

 
Stage 8 Top of Wild Type Egg 

 

Stage 4 Top of Wild Type Egg 

 
Stage 5 Top of Wild Type Egg 

Figure 1B-2: Photographs of Early Stage Eggs 
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S.O.P. Encouraging egg Laying 
 
The following is the Safety Operating Procedure (SOP) for encouraging the Axolotl 

salamanders to lay eggs. 

 
Standard Operating Procedure SOP Axolotls #9 
University of Manitoba  
Approval: (date) 
            
 
Encouraging Egg Laying in Axolotl Salamanders 
 
PURPOSE: To have a supply of axolotl eggs either for study or for increasing the 
numbers of individuals in the axolotl colony. 
 
POLICY: To ensure a supply of eggs on demand 
 
RESPOSIBILITY: Trained personnel, Veterinary Services 
 
SUPPLIES: Tank, water plants, ice 
 
PROCEEDURE: Use safe handling of axolotls procedure when handling animals 
 
1. 

• Choose sexually mature individuals (18 months – Indiana U reference) 
 

• Choose individuals that are approximately the same size 
 

• Try two to four individuals with at least one individual a male and not more 
than two individuals males. 

 
2. Place in a large tank (minimum 10 gallon tank) with plants and other tank furniture 
for    the animals to lay their eggs on. The best water plant for this purpose is 
Vesicularia dubyana (java moss) that allows for cover that the axolotls can hide under 
and lay eggs on. The eggs are also easy to remove from this type of plant and the 
animals prefer to lay on it. 
 
3. Observe the animals to ensure that they get along with one another. Place P.V.C. 
piping in the tank with the animals so that individuals that are having social trouble 
can have a place to escape from the rest of the group. This limits the physical attacks 
that can occur when new individuals are placed together. 
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OTHER PROCEDURES: 
 
Other procedures involve disturbing the animal’s environment. 
 

1. Changing the animals’ tank water and/or adding reverse osmosis ice to the 
tank water. 

2. Move the animals from one tank to another. 
 
REFERENCES 
 
Humphrey R.R. (1977) Factors influencing ovalation in Mexican axolotl as revealed 
by induced spawnings, Journal of Experimental Zoology, Vol. 199 (2): 209-219 
 
Innes, W.T.  (1966). Exotic Aquarium Fishes, A Work of General Reference, 19th ed., 
Maywood, NJ: Metaframe Corp. 
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Appendix C 
 
1C. Program to Operate the Microscope written in SSWIN 

 

The program takes pictures of all sides of an object placed in the microscope set-up. It 

is written in Simple Step BASIC from a pull down menu. The program name is 

SSWIN and is proprietary software by Simple Step. 

 

The Figure 1C-1 is the coordinates of the bottom images with the prisms and centre 

placements. The center placement is used for both the top and bottom microscopes. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1C-1: Coordinates for microscope movement 

 

 

 

 

 

3 

4 

1 5 2 
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Program: Six Sides with Prisms SSWIN 

 
0001 - ssxyz,0,”XP65,15,0”;X axis power settings 
0002 - ssxyz,0,” YP65,15,0”;Y axis power settings 
0003 - ssxyz,0,” Z100,0,0”; Z axis power settings 
0004 - ssxyz,0,"XE50";X axis speed setting 
0005 - ssxyz,0,”YE50”;Y axis speed setting 
0006 - ssxyz,0,”ZE400”;Z axis speed setting 
0007 - ssxyz,0,”XB40” ;X axis break slope 
0008 - ssxyz,0,”YB40”;Y axis break slope 
0009 - ssxyz,0,”ZB360”; Z axis break slope 
0010 - ssxyz,0,"XS2" ;X axis start slope 
0011 - ssxyz,0,”YS2”;Y axis start slope 
0012 - ssxyz,0,”ZS2”;Z axis start slope 
0013 - ssxyz,0,"ZN-100" ;Z AXIS HOME  
0014 - wait_ssxyz_done,0,Z,"" ;  
0015 - ssxyz,0,"XN+1" ;X AXIS HOME  
0016 - ssxyz,0,"XM25" ;X AXIS MOVE  
0017 - wait_ssxyz_done,0,X,"" ;  
0018 - ssxyz,0,"YN-1" ;Y AXIS HOME  
0019 - ssxyz,0,"YM100" ;Y AXIS MOVE  
0020 - wait_ssxyz_done,0,Y,"" ;  
0021 - ssxyz,0,"XO,0" ;X OUTPUT 0 ON  
0022 – sdelay,1; 1 SECOND DELAY 
0023 - ssxyz,0,"XO,1" ;X OUTPUT 0 OFF  
0024 - sdelay,15 ;15 SECOND DELAY  
0025 - ssxyz,0,"ZM100" ;Z MOVE UP 100  
0026 - ssxyz,0,"XO,0" ; X OUTPUT 0 ON  
0027 – sdelay,1; 1 SECOND DELAY 
0028 - ssxyz,0,"XO,1" ;X OUTPUT 0 OFF  
0029 - sdelay,15 ;15 SECOND DELAY  
0030 - ssxyz,0,"ZM200" ;Z MOVE UP TO 200  
0031 - ssxyz,0,"XO,0" ;X OUTPUT 0 ON  
0032 – sdelay,1; 1 SECOND DELAY 
0033 - ssxyz,0,"XO,1" ;X OUTPUT 0 OFF 
 
0034 - ssxyz,0,"XM120" ;X AXIS MOVE  
0035 - wait_ssxyz_done,0,X,"" ;  
0036 - ssxyz,0,"YM120" ;Y AXIS MOVE  
0037 - wait_ssxyz_done,0,Y,"" ;  
0038 - ssxyz,0,"XO,0" ;X OUTPUT 0 ON  
0039 – sdelay,1; 1 SECOND DELAY 
0040 - ssxyz,0,"XO,1" ;X OUTPUT 0 OFF  
0041 - sdelay,15 ;15 SECOND DELAY  
0042 - ssxyz,0,"ZM100" ;Z MOVE DOWN 100  

2 

1 
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0043 - ssxyz,0,"XO,0" ; X OUTPUT 0 ON  
0044 – sdelay,1; 1 SECOND DELAY 
0045 - ssxyz,0,"XO,1" ;X OUTPUT 0 OFF  
0046 - sdelay,15 ;15 SECOND DELAY  
0047 - ssxyz,0,"ZM0" ;Z MOVE DOWN TO 0  
0048 - ssxyz,0,"XO,0" ;X OUTPUT 0 ON  
0049 – sdelay,1; 1 SECOND DELAY 
0050 - ssxyz,0,"XO,1" ;X OUTPUT 0 OFF 
0051 - sdelay,15; 15 SECOND DELAY  
  
 
0052 - ssxyz,0,"ZN-100" ;Z AXIS HOME  
0053 - wait_ssxyz_done,0,Z,"" ;  
0054 - ssxyz,0,"XN+1" ;X AXIS HOME  
0055 - ssxyz,0,"XM75" ;X AXIS MOVE  
0056 - wait_ssxyz_done,0,X,"" ;  
0057 - ssxyz,0,"YN-1" ;Y AXIS HOME  
0058 - ssxyz,0,"YM70" ;Y AXIS MOVE  
0059 - wait_ssxyz_done,0,Y,"" ;  
0060 - ssxyz,0,"XO,0" ;X OUTPUT 0 ON  
0061 – sdelay,1; 1 SECOND DELAY 
0062 - ssxyz,0,"XO,1" ;X OUTPUT 0 OFF  
0063 - sdelay,15 ;15 SECOND DELAY  
0064 - ssxyz,0,"ZM80" ;Z MOVE UP 80  
0065 - ssxyz,0,"XO,0" ; X OUTPUT 0 ON  
0066 - sdelay,1; 1 SECOND DELAY 
0067 - ssxyz,0,"XO,1" ;X OUTPUT 0 OFF  
0068 - sdelay,15 ;15 SECOND DELAY  
0069 - ssxyz,0,"ZM160" ;Z MOVE UP TO 160  
0070 - ssxyz,0,"XO,0" ;X OUTPUT 0 ON  
0071 - sdelay,1; 1 SECOND DELAY 
0072 - ssxyz,0,"XO,1" ;X OUTPUT 0 OFF 
0073 - sdelay,15;15 SECOND DELAY 
 
0074 - ssxyz,0,"XM65" ;X AXIS MOVE  
0075 - wait_ssxyz_done,0,X,"" ;  
0076 - ssxyz,0,"YM150" ;Y AXIS MOVE  
0077 - wait_ssxyz_done,0,Y,"" ;  
0078 - ssxyz,0,"XO,0" ;X OUTPUT 0 ON  
0079 – sdelay,1; 1 SECOND DELAY 
0080 - ssxyz,0,"XO,1" ;X OUTPUT 0 OFF  
0081 - sdelay,15 ;15 SECOND DELAY  
0082 - ssxyz,0,"ZM100" ;Z MOVE DOWN 100  
0083 - ssxyz,0,"XO,0" ; X OUTPUT 0 ON  
0084 – sdelay,1; 1 SECOND DELAY 
0085 - ssxyz,0,"XO,1" ;X OUTPUT 0 OFF  

4 

3 
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0086 - sdelay,15 ;15 SECOND DELAY  
0087 - ssxyz,0,"ZM0" ;Z MOVE UP TO 0  
0088 - ssxyz,0,"XO,0" ;X OUTPUT 0 ON  
0089 – sdelay,1; 1 SECOND DELAY 
0090 - ssxyz,0,"XO,1" ;X OUTPUT 0 OFF 
0091 - sdelay,15; 15 SECOND DELAY  
 
0092 - ssxyz,0,"ZN-100" ;Z AXIS HOME  
0093 - wait_ssxyz_done,0,Z,"" ;  
0094 - ssxyz,0,"XN+1" ;X AXIS HOME  
0095 - ssxyz,0,"XM72" ;X AXIS MOVE  
0096 - wait_ssxyz_done,0,X,"" ;  
0097 - ssxyz,0,"YN-1" ;Y AXIS HOME  
0098 - ssxyz,0,"YM110" ;Y AXIS MOVE  
0099 - wait_ssxyz_done,0,Y,"" ;  
0100 – ssxyz,0,”ZM1000”;Z MOVE UP TO1000 
0101 - ssxyz,0,"XO,0" ;X OUTPUT 0 ON  
0102 – sdelay,1; 1 SECOND DELAY 
0103 - ssxyz,0,"XO,1" ;X OUTPUT 0 OFF  
0104 - sdelay,15 ;15 SECOND DELAY  
0105 - ssxyz,0,"ZM1080" ;Z MOVE UP TO 1080  
0106 - ssxyz,0,"XO,0" ; X OUTPUT 0 ON  
0107 – sdelay,1; 1 SECOND DELAY 
0108 - ssxyz,0,"XO,1" ;X OUTPUT 0 OFF  
0109 - sdelay,15 ;15 SECOND DELAY  
0110 - ssxyz,0,"ZM1160" ;Z MOVE UP TO 1160  
0111 - ssxyz,0,"XO,0" ;X OUTPUT 0 ON  
0112 - sdelay,1; 1 SECOND DELAY 
0113 - ssxyz,0,"XO,1" ;X OUTPUT 0 OFF 
0114 - sdelay,15; 15 SECOND DELAY  
  
 
0115 - ssxyz,0,"XN+1" ;X AXIS HOME  
0116 - ssxyz,0,"XM72" ;X AXIS MOVE  
0117 - wait_ssxyz_done,0,X,"" ;  
0118 - ssxyz,0,"YN-1" ;Y AXIS HOME  
0119 - ssxyz,0,"YM110" ;Y AXIS MOVE  
0120 - wait_ssxyz_done,0,Y,"" ;  
0121 - ssxyz,0,”ZM4300”;Z AXIS MOVE TO TOP  
0122 - wait_ssxyz_done,0,Z,"" 
0123 - ssxyz,0,"YO,0" ;X OUTPUT 0 ON  
0124 - sdelay,1; 1 SECOND DELAY 
0125 - ssxyz,0,"YO,1" ;X OUTPUT 0 OFF  
0126 - sdelay,15 ;15 SECOND DELAY  
0127 - ssxyz,0,"ZM4380" ;Z MOVE UP 80  
0128- ssxyz,0,"YO,0" ; X OUTPUT 0 ON  

5 

Top 
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0129 - sdelay,1; 1 SECOND DELAY 
0130 - ssxyz,0,"YO,1" ;X OUTPUT 0 OFF  
0131 - sdelay,15 ;15 SECOND DELAY  
0132 - ssxyz,0,"ZM4460" ;Z MOVE UP 160  
0133 - ssxyz,0,"YO,0" ;X OUTPUT 0 ON  
0134 - sdelay,1; 1 SECOND DELAY 
0135 - ssxyz,0,"YO,1" ;X OUTPUT 0 OFF 
0136 - sdelay,15;15 SECOND DELAY  
 
0137 - loop,5,1024; 
0138 - end_program ;End of Program 
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2C. Matlab Programming 
 
clear all; 
clc; 
 
%% Low Pass Filtering 
 
I = imread(' side81full.tif'); 
h = fspecial('unsharp',1); 
 
I2 = imfilter(Id,h);%low pass filter I 
 
imagesc(I2);truesize; 
title('side81full.tif  unsharp mask filter'); 
 
%  whos 
 
figure, imagesc(Iadapt);truesize; 
title('side81full.tif  histogram equalization'); 
 
imagesc(Iadapt);truesize; 
title('Adaptive histogram equalized Red layer side81') 
 
I2 = imfilter(Iadapt,h);%low pass filter I 
imagesc(I2);truesize; 
title('side81full.tif using unsharp filter alpha=1'); 
 
 
%% Image Division Technique 
Id = im2double(I); 
h2 = fspecial('motion',1); 
I2 = imfilter(Id,h2);%low pass filter I 
 
for j=1:279 
%     for k=1:306 
%         if Id(j,k) == 0 
%             Ic(j,k) = imadd(Id,1); 
%         else 
%             Ic(j,k) = Id(j,k); 
%         end 
%     end 
% end 
 
IM = mean2(I2); 
I3 = (I2./IM); 
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I4 = (Ic./I3); 
 
colormap(gray) 
imagesc(I4);truesize; 
title(' side81full.tif divided image'); 
 
%% Histogram Equalization 
R =I(:,:,1);%Red layer of the image 
G =I(:,:,2);%Green layer of the image 
B =I(:,:,3);%Blue layer of the image 
 
Req = histeq(R,255);%Red equalized histogram 
Geq = histeq(G,255);%Green equalized histogram 
Beq = histeq(B,255);%Blue equalized histogram 
Ihisteq = cat(3, Req,Geq,Beq); 
 
J = adapthisteq(R); 
K = adapthisteq(G); 
L = adapthisteq(B); 
Iadapt= cat(3, J,K,L); 
 
figure, imhist(R) 
title('R layer histogram side81full.tif') 
figure, imhist(G) 
title('G layer histogram side81full.tif') 
figure, imhist(B) 
title('B layer histogram side81full.tif') 
figure, imhist(Req) 
title('Req layer histogram equalization side81full.tif') 
figure, imhist(Geq) 
title('Geq layer histogram equalization side81full.tif') 
figure, imhist(Beq) 
title('Beq layer histogram equalization side81full.tif') 
figure, imhist(I) 
title('R layer adaptive histogram equalization side81full.tif') 
figure, imhist(J) 
title('B layer adaptive histogram equalization side81full.tif') 
figure, imhist(K) 
title('B layer adaptive histogram equalization side81full.tif') 
 
 
figure, imagesc(Ihisteq);truesize; 
title('side81full.tif  histogram equalization'); 
 
figure, imagesc(Iadapt);truesize; 
title('Adaptive histogram equalized side81') 
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Appendix D  
 
Image Data Arrangement of Fake Embryo 
 
The views are arranged with the top embryo pictures at the top of the page and the 
bottom views arranged as recorded with the middle image in the middle and the x 
axis along the horizontal and the y axis along the vertical. Blue areas are prisms. 
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Figure 1D-1: Fake 
Embryo picture set 


